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PRESIDENT

PREJUDGED HIS MISSION
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AEROPLANE

Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. Administration officials do not believe the
Huerta government in Mexico really
intends to snub John Lind, President
Wilson's personal representative as
in last night's
would seem to apperr
'
official statement t the Mexican acting minister of foreign affairs.
At the White House, the state department and official circles today the
impression put out was that when the
Huerta government was fully apprised
of President Wilson's statement as
transmitted by Mr. Lind, a different
construction would be placed on
Lind's errand and Mexico would realize it as a mission of peace.
President Wilson and Secretary
Bryan are disposed to await the arri-
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London, Eng., Aug. 7. 'Colonel V.
Cody, the famous
was killed in an aeroplane accident at Aldershot today and a passenger he was carrying also met death.
Cody was trying out a new aerotn
plane when ho met his death.
(he machine with him was a passenger
named Evans. They were flying over
the open country, most of which Is
government land, In tho Aldershot
district and had just reached the government house when the aeroplane began traveling badly and finally fell
with a crash to the ground. Several
officials rushed to the spot and found
the bodies of Cody and Evans lying
beneath the machine.
Cody was the most Interesting figure
in aviation in the British Isles. He wan
a real soldier of fortune, with a
varied career behind him. He was
well known to the. public in England
,
He wore a
and very popular.
a long mustache, an imperial
and long hair, and was almost an eT
act replica of "Buffalo Bill."
He came to England a number ct
vears ago from the United States.
where lie had been a cowboy in the
west. He had a Revere struggle to
After livobtain a start in England.
ing pm.'urtously for a while he at
Anglo-America- n

de.--cru-

THAT

VILLA HAVE CUT THE TRACK

'

FATHER DASHED TO DEATH

IT

Mexico City, Aug. 7. The native
newspapers today express loud praise
of Provisional President Huerta's dec
laration that, John Lind will lie persona
non grata in Mexico.
The Independente declares that th
conprovisional president's action
stitutes "Irreproachable logic."
The Imparclal says the declaration
will present to all nations the attitude of Mexico in the face of the menace of intervention by the America:;
government.
El Pais says: "The dignity and
of Mexico are in firm hands."
The note issued by the Mexican foreign office late last night saying thai
John Lind would be persona non grata
"unless he brought credentials and
recognition for the government of
is regarded as a reply to Secretary Bryan's message of yesterday tc
the effect that the government o",
Mexico should await Washington's
communication and not give weight
to sensational misrepresentations, a!
though the Mexican note was prepared
in advance of the receipt of 'Secretary Bryan's message. The exchange
of communications was almost simuJ
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THE MEXICAN SITUATION
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NOT GO TO JAPAN
El I'aso, Texas, Aug. 7. Federal
reinforcements about. auO in number
were Hcnt south of Juarez this morn-

ing under command of Major Roque
Gomez to the relief of tho federals
who were engaged Tuesday by rebels
at Rancheria 60 miles south of Juarez.
Juarez has had no information from
the fight since the message Tuesday

night stating that the federals had
surprised and dispersed the rebels,
but the rebel junta in EI Paso claims
that the rebel command of Torlbio
Pan-ch- o
Ortega has been reinforced by
Villa and that the federals and
their nine supply trains are "bottled
up."
The trains and federal troops were
en route to Chihuahua when engaged
beby the rebels. The rebels admit
ing repulsed by tho federals in the
Eighteen wounded
first engagement.
rebels were brought to El Paso today
from the fight. They were taken
across the country from the scene of
the tight to Guadalupe and brought
across the Texas line at Guadalupe-aninto El Paso on a train today.
The wounded were escorted by
other rebels. All were arrest-- .
ed on arrival In El Paso but later the
wounded were released and given in
charge of the local branch of thfl
I
American Red Cross. The escort
stilf helj. The men in the escort
claimed that. Villa has come to tho
rescue of Ortega and with rebels
have the federal rains surrounded
with tho railroad cut on both sides.
One of the wounded men is a nrh-ethe r
Ortega,
of Toribio
leader.
The wounded rebels say their c
in front i
panlcms
in the rear of the federal trains (
that the federals cannot escape. 1
wounded men say the federals kill
all wounded rebels left on the fie
and that in retaliation the rebels ex
cuted six federal prisoners taken t
the fight. The rebel escort that accompanied the wounded to El Paso,
being unarmed, were released thfs
afternoon.
Miguel Diebold, inspector of Mexi-

val of Mr. Lind in Mexico City before
taking any further steps in the situation. This was made clear today at
NON UNION MEN TO
SUMMERS BURKHART IS
the White House.
It was pointed out again today that
RETURN IF PROTECTED
CONFIRMED
Mr. Lind goes merely as adviser to
the American embassy in Mexico City
and carries credentials to neither
federal nor the constitutionalist govAND
CALUMET
WITH
IN CONFERENCE
SENATE PUTS OFFICIAL
0 K ON HIS APernments. He will deal with the
REGARDATTORMANAGEMENT
HECLA
U.
DISTRICT
S.
POINTMENT
AS
Huerta government only through the
charge d'affairs of the American em- taneous.
THE
H. G. COORS
ING RETURNING TO WORK ON
NEY FOR NEW MEXICO.
The greatest possible Interest Is
bassy, so that there will be no necesTERMS IF GUARANTEED
COMPANY'S
OF CLOVIS TO BE ONE OF HIS
sity for his being received by Presi- shown on all sides in the outcome oi
traded the attention ot the expert
as a diplomatic
what is regarded
dent Huerta.
PROTECTION.
MAKES OUTRIGHT CHARGE THAT DEin tho British war office on account
While the broad intimation from crisis.
of his display of natural gifts of conWilson Does Not Believe It.
the Mexican capital that Mr. Lind
HAD
PARTMENT
JUSTICE
OF
in aerial mastruction,
Washington. Aug. 7. The appoint-den- t
would be persona non grata attracted
Washington, D. C. Aug. 7. Pres:-The efforts chines." Heparticularly
Calumet, Mich., Aug.
Said to he able to
was
Wilson let it be known today jment of Summers Burkhart as Unit- wide attention today, officials were
INFLUENCING
OF
BEEN
GUILTY
of
miners of the Calumet
In the way of a flying
confident that no contingency would that he would not he willing to be ed States district attorney for
and Hecla Mining company to reach an build anything
machine or balloon.
wi'I
lleve
the
DISTRICT
JUDGES.
FEDERAL
Huerta
that
an
afford
which
would
government
occur
opporwi!h the company to return
which was announced by the
agreement
Cody's sons, Leon and Frank, were
to work on their own terms, have retunity for any overt remonstrance regard as undesirable the presence of president some time ago, was conin failure.
against Mr. Lind's presence. The en- John Lind, his personal representative firmed
The committee ap- eye witnesses of the. accident, which
sulted
to faulty
by the senate in executive ses- CHARGES FOLLOWED
voy is expected to transmit the opin- in Mexico, until he has received a
pointed to interview General Manager was attributed by experts
It is understood thai
ions of the American government in definite official notification to that
yesterday.
at a mass meet- - construction, the body of the craft
McNuughton,
reported
too heavy for the wlris. The
such a fashion as to reflect only the feet,
jtho protests which had ' been filet
ATTY. GEHtrtAL'S REPORT ting of 700 miners today that he had proving
W hen friends told him of the debate against
were not
his confirmation
friendliness of the United States govrefused to grant any of the demands machine, they say, appeared to cruniernment before the Mexican people, in the senate today, President Wilson pressed, and the new district attar
made and that they 'vere through. pie up. the wings suddenly shooting coland no political interest in the fac- took the position that certain Repub ney will begin the discharge of his
uPw,ard an(1 tne whole structure
Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. The flat No suggestions as to further plans" of lapsing.
tional wars. He will make clear that licans there were attempting to make 'duties at once,
announced
action
the
being
meeting
charge that department of justice was
what the American government de the Mexican situation difficult to
adjourned.
agents had investigated federal judges
sires to see established is a constitu- handle in a peaceful fashion. From
Mr. Burkhart was in Santa Fe yes to influence their action in cases in
comThe demands of the
LEGACY
tional government legally set up, and many letters and other expressions oi terday when the news of his
mittee included practically all of thoe WINS
which
the
was
interested
in
on
the
government
opinion
possession
subject
it has no concern with the personnel
was
received.
made
o(
Federation
Western
was made In the senate today by Sen
by the
1
the president
be ;iil finds' no
of the candidates.
The district attorney in this Btate itor Borah and endorsed, partially at! Miners, with the exception of reeogAND INTEREST
It was recognized
here however, for armed intervention
lis allowed two assistants and a clerk least, by Senator Norris.
jnition of the union. In substance thy
that it was within the range of
uelG-ou- t
jEilher the district attorney himself
Senator Borah's charne was broughi
for the Huerta government
can consulates, protested at their ree3
one of his assistants is required by
jor
LAn
IN
a
General
from
RIOTING
OF
STREETS
e,fnW?r,
by
Attorney
report
Mr.
to
show
of
its disapproval
A LONG
THE lease.
STANDING
CASE AGAINST
openly
to
reside
at
Santa
is
j,Iaw
Fe, which
McReynolds, responding to a senatil
Lind's mission, and while no drastic
Diaz Will Not Talk.
the seat of the United States court. resolution asking where federal agents and the employment of no one linc'er
COLORADO CATHOLIC LOAN AND TRUST
measures to enforce the opinion of the
sixteen years old.
Paris, France, Aug. 7. General
will continue were
Burkhart,
;Mr.
however,
PERSIAN
CAPITAL
resoluThe
investigating judges.
OF Porfirio Diaz, former
DECIDED IN FAVOR
ASSOCIATION
Washington government were planned
trt rcaMa it,
president of
n.tll tion reflected
hit,,
Shortly after adjournment the minsome sentiment aroused
it was suggested
that the United
the publicaauthorized
today
on call of Chairman
Mexico,
name one of his assistants who will in the case of Federal Judge Speer of ers
THE PLAINTIFF.
States might in such an event feel
tion of the statement that he had no
to consider further aclleaton
make his home in the capital,
Joseph
Georgia, whose court had been investi
justified in lifting the embargo on THE PERSIAN TROOPS FINALLY SUBDUE
intention of going to Japan. It was
Mr. Burkhart stated yesterday that gated, and who had at.acked the de- tion. A committee of eleven, reprt;
arms or a recognition of the
abroad he purposed going to
was
7.
apas
nationalities
reported
Roi
Colo..
many
Aug.
Denver,
Judge
TRIBESMEN, AFTER HOURS OF FIGHThe had definitely decided to name partment of justice in a public speech. senting
ents.
to confer with General Man ert K. Lewis, in the United States Tokio to meet his nephew. General
pointed
H.
G.
of
one
hi.
as
of
The
that
Coors, Jr.,
Clovis,
attorney general replied
ING IN WHICH BETWEEN 40 AND 50
Secretary Bryan declared he had
district court, yesterday ruled that Felix Diaz, whom it was alleged he
assistants. Mr. Coors is a well known any report that the federal depart-lawye- ager McXaughion relati.'e fo what
not received the Huerta government's
men the Colorado Catholic Loan and Trust would accompany back to Mexico.
if
the
be
could
offei.1
protection
ARE KILLED IN STREETS OF TEHERAN.
of
eastern New Mexico and hat ment of justice was maintaining a
declaration, said in last night's news
General Diaz appears to be in exto work TUI3 action is tak- association must pay to Leo Machtfrequently been mentioned in connee- 'system of espionage over judges "was returned
n are willing beuf the $3, (MM) legacy left him by his cellent health. He is well informed as
dispatches to have been forwarded to
to
mean
en
the
n.i
that
tion with one of the assistant district entirely without foundation."
A....
.n..!,. ........
terms uncle, the late Bishop
s
Washington as well as Europe. Mr.
Machebeuf. to conditions In Mexico, through corus. n,. -- Between 40 and
BoraH
Mr.
since the appointment
with his to return at the compaty o:vf
responded
so
Bryan explained that a message he 50 men were killed or wounded ."uiattornew8hip8
do
n?in
for
in
interest
with
accrued
safely.
nearly 2" respondence and by means of converprovided they
charge.
sent yesterday to Charge O'Shaug-ness- sharp street fighting between the Per-- i ol Mr, Burkhart.
The rate of interest is to he sation with visitors from that counyears.
"I know this is a very serious
The name of the other assistant ha?
fixed by the court later. The decision try. He, however, declines resoluteinstructing him to advise Huer- - sian troops and the Bakhtiaris tribes
sitta to await the coming of envoy Lind mn from midnight until latn fMs not 'et bfien made Wblc, but it is be- - charge," said he, 'but I am so reliably JURY SELECTED
was given in the suit brought
by ly to express any opinion on the
instead of proceeding on colored re- evening, when peace was restored lieved that the choice for the position informed that I make the statement
the
trust
Machebeuf
loan
and
uation.
against
(N WHITE
ports published in Mexico, was dis- and the tribesmen subdued.
jjies between two or three well known that within the last four or five years
Attacks.
association and Bishop X, C. Mate.
Democratic lawyers in the southern. special agents have carried on such
CASE
SLAVE
patched before news of Huerta's decD. C, Aug. 7.
also held that, after
Lewis
The tribesmen were eventually
Judge
Washington,
part of the state. The announcement investigations with a view to influence
laration had been received and therethe legacy was paid, and all other
demonstrations and attacks
by the military police into i of this
fore it was in no sense an answer to. conference
appointment will probably be judges."
7. The debts settled,
the trust association on American property about Acapulco,
San
and while they were en- Cal.,
Aug.
Vrancisco,
Senator Norris declared he did not
made within the next few days.
the announcement that Mr. Lind's
I. should be dissolved and its remain-- will he renewed, according to today's
gaged in negotiations the authorities
have all the Information Senator Borah twelve men who will try Maury
presence in Mexico would be
The last
George C. Taylor, of Albuquerque,
Diggs of Sacramento, former state ing funds be turned over to Bishop state department advices.
placed lines of Infantry with machine
statehe
believed
that
his
hut
had,
architect of California, were sworn in Matz for church purposes . This, thrf attempt was made by bandits on
the surrounding streets. has been named as Mr. Burkhart's ments were based on facts.
across
guns
Mexico's announcement that John
Mr. Taylor Is well known as a
was undoubtedly in lino Stephens Bros, ranch.
! court said,
Money was
When the tribesmen came out tlfey clerk.
The attorney general's report de- today Bhortly before noon. Tlie gov-- with tho
Lind, President Wilson's personal repof the late Bishon demanded and horses and cattle were
young attorney who has had
intentions
rising
followed
ernment,
its
with
were
preliminary
to
and
say
agreed
they
trapped
a wide experience in
resentative will be unwelcome unless
Machebeuf when he established the as-- stolen.
clerical nos'- clared that only three Judges had statement of the case.
arms.
e 01 ,vuom wa"
" ,
he brings recognition for the Huerta give up their
lions, and his appointment will give
Consul Edwards says very little
both
As
sides,
by
finally
jsociation.
in
In
the
had
been
accepted
progress
Fighting
his many
The formal decree in the case wit! protection is being afforded outside
government failed to draw administra- streets
the box contains ten married men
Bince general satisfaction among
the
Persian
of
capitol
the
who
Senator
Introduced
Works,
tion officials into any expression
friends here.
e declared later by the court.
of
of the larger towns.
the attorney land two bachelors. Eight of the jurresolution, denounced
midnight when the smouldering feud
policy today. Secretary i Bryan abso- between
Official dispatches from
It is expected .that the new il3tri',, general's
ors have children and six of the eight
Guaymas
clansmen ana
Bakhtiaris
the
as
"evasive"
report today
GARRISON INSPECTS
lutely declined to discuss it. His mes- the national authorities burst imo "IT- 5
confirm
retired
a
is
have
One
p
reports that the town is in a
liq
daughters.
!and
announced
and
.
,
"unsatisfactory"
OLD
WALLA.
FORT
of
last
sage
state of siege, with the streets barrii .
night to Charge flames.
"
"l
""" would make a furthen demand fo: uor dealer and all are business men.
office from his prerl- - jhe
O'Shaughnessy,
caded and the food supply very short.
The actual prosecution of Maury I.
saying the Huerta
information
on in the main street transferring the
is
going
Firing
7.
Sec
Walla Walla, Wash.. Aug.
tcessor can be accomplished.
government should await the delivery of the
Senator Borah.s charge was cllara(. Diggs, charged under the Mann act,
city, where the foreign legis
f War Garrison arrived here
of President Wilson's communication
Iterized as "startling" by Senators! with transporting Marsha Warrington retary
are! situated.
lations
to
Fort Walla, with a THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
before taking a position on Lind's
jCrawford End Sutherland.' The latter from San Francisco to Reno, Nev., today it isinspect to its
In other districts also thare have
said,
probable
visit, undoubtedly reflects the attitude been numerous conflicts between the
declared it "needed investigation" anil! for immoral purposes, was expected to view,
tablishment. He left this afternoon
TUC
of the administration.
begin
if
today.
such
ex
that
"sinister
Influences
l
clansmen.
Senate.
Mr. Lind sailed from Galveston military police and the
TADfCTfr
Off f isted the end of the republic was in! AVhen court opened this morning for Boise, Idaho.
The Bahktiaris are nomadic semi- 1
Report from Attorney General
was
to
one
there
left
but
early today on the battleship New
juryman
jsight."
who Inhabit west- was read denying that deThe run to Vera Cruz !s independent people
The nuestions asked talesmen
Spnxfni- - Hnio Smith ooVo cr, o tn ' seat.
Hampshire.
fror.- near the Turkish
em
of justice maintained esDAILY
Persia,
PROGRAM
OF
partment
C...
7.
D.
A
Allir.
l,
.,.,
thna
n
C25
miles
fur
nlinwn
nnlv
..
..
and
the
Washington.
...i
...... li'n
about
hnvp- ......
ship should
ua
"
rArivi iimr: w 11t.11 iucidi
itji
the
are
Kurds.
over federal courts.
allied
tier.
by
SCHOOL.
SUMMER
THE
They
system
pionage
to
the declaration of one of agents had been making efforts ta things: That the government does
cording
put in their probably tomorrow night.
Senator Borah, speaking on the
r " '
The following Is the program X
" Influence
war
our
is
rp
to
'War
bachelor
clubmen
f"r
leaders,
in
great
Twelve hours later Mr. Lind should
Hell,'
pass
fc
of
behalf
govern"y
he last revolution,
great. sa,d genator Warmi)
causing
report, flatly chargfd agpnts of the
on its case and the defense is not V of lectureB ut the Bummer Section
be In Mexico City. Some administratoday )n a ment ca8eJs,
r- - X
of the School of American
department of justice had investigatI think it has been going on more favorable to gray bearded fathers of
speech
tion officials and diplomats take the irouoie 10 rne government.
discussing the agricultural
ed federal judges to influence action;
chaeology :
schedule of the tariff bill.
or less continuously for the Inst four families.
view that the developments after Mr. WEALTHY COLORADOAN
Senator Norris endorsing his views
Tonight.
or
The
trial will not be protracted.
five years,"
Senator
This never has been denied, and
Lind arrives in Mexico will go far iu
responded
in part.
S: 13
X
WritIN
PENNSYLVANIA.
of
DIES
"The
Man,
Story
The government, expects to put fortherefore I bee the liberty of sa vine i Borah.
moulding the future attitude of tn"o
General debate on tariff bill was
ten and Unwritten," by Dr. E.
Norristown. Pa., Aug. 7. Henry L.
These judges are practically under! ward its matter of fact evidence as
this
bill
is
be
to
indeed
that
bo
hell,
United States. Just what the Mexi- Acker, a
L. Hewett.
resumed with Senator Warren at- wealthy mine owner, of Colo- far as the farmer of the northwest is tne control of the department of Jus-- i plainly as possible. Marsha
can government means by the phrase
8:50 "The Early Hebrew Pe- - S ' tacking agricultural schedule.
rado, died at the home of his sister
fls far as promotion and demotion ton may even be called to the stand
In official
statement, saying "his here
j'06concerned-James A. Emery of National Assoriod in Palestine," by Dr. Lewis
an advanced age. He
at
today
or
sa,d
late
Senator
!iB
Borah,
today
early tomorrow, thought
"About everything he has to sell
presence in this country will not be went west in the early eighties, but
B. Paton.
ciation of Manufacturers told lobby
have
to
de
counsel
know
chief
for
the prosecution,
what;
desirable" is the subject of much he returned here every winter. Dur- the use of his capital and his labor,'
Tomorrow.
investigating committee of formation
the
in cases and
u
comment There is a provision In the ing the civil war he
rppubm&ans
wili
10:30 a. tn. Pottery painting
of national council for industrial dewas postmaster the nroduct of both, with but few ex-,- even 6nm.en.t
or
a decision the gov
wnat Kina
tu
Mexican constitution for the expulsion of Pottsville, Pa., and also
NOT FIGHT CURRENCY BILL.
in the placita of the Old Palace.
fense.
published til a itrrtt1f1 U'l li It a rtVi an r nrtsiii i iinna
of undesirable foreigners.
3 p. m.
Senator Owen introduced bill to
a newspaper in that place.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 7. No de-- i
Lecture by Dr. H. R.
labor whi everything he has to!We anS g''ng to have a 3udiclar' 8,,b termined
authorize treasury to buy outstandopposition to the administra-Fairclough on "Buried Hercula- t0 Becret Influences. I am in favor
!Ject
Lind En Route.
BIG BATTLE RAftlNft
enum."
ing government two per cent bonds
"i.j . ui,iiui6 vchriu ui,i,aDmiiai pill- of popular election and recall of t;on currency bill will be made by Re-- j
Galveston, Texas, Aug. 7 Former
at par and interest.
:15
AROUND CANTON, CHINA. cnases " taxed.
ni. Lecture by Dr.
publicans in the house, according tOi
judges."
Governor Lind arrived In Galveston
An amendment for an
Senator Penrose introduced amendMitchell Carroll on "Archaeology
Canton, China, Aug. 7. Five hund
Senator Colt of Rhode Island, de- Leader Mann,
and Immediately
before daylight
were killed or wounded in the ing clause" to replace the provision clared that in his thirty-onment to tariff bill to prevent foreign
Representative Mann expressed the V: and its Relation to Modern Prob- exyears
boarded the United States battleship fighting between the northern govern struck out by the finance committee perience on the federal bench in New opinion mat while the house would
lems, especially city planning." S countries from "dumping"
surplus
New Hampshire.
ment troops and the rebels at the east was introduced by Senator Penrose.
This lecture to be followed by an
goods in the United States at low
Fngland, never had an attempt been pass the bill at the extra session, it
No civilian was allowed on board gate of Canton, which was attacked by
rates.
The amendment would prevent for- made by the department of justice to would be held up in the senate and
open meeting of the chamber of
House.
the battleship. Efforts or newspaper two divisions of the northern armv eign countries from "dumping" sur- influence the judges.- - He knew,
architecutral prize
would S commerce
how- - that an agreement probably
Not in session; meets at noon
contest committee.
yesterday. The position of the city plus goods iu the United States at low
postpone a final vote until the Decern
is regarded as serious.
rates.
(Continued on page four).
ter session.
Friday.
(Continued on page four).
Mev-ico,-
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PAGE TWO
SHAKE IT OFF.

KlKKKl A AA A A AAiA AAA

THE

Rid Yourself of Unnecessary Burdens.
A Santa Fe Citizen Shows
You How.

A Special Sale

in Every Home
ON SUFFRAGE

Don't bear unnecessary burdens.
Burdens of a bad back are heavy.
Oct rid of them.
Doan's Kidney Pilla are for bad kid-

INTERESTING
SUFFRAGE

neys.

3

i

DYER PORK
THIS AVEEK

For lame, weak and aching backs.
Local endorsement proves their

BEANS

INSTITUTE

ROSWEU, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by tbe U S.
War Department.
j
In Ihe beautiful Pecol
Valley, 5,700 feet above sea level,
unshlne every day. Open air
work throughout tbe entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, alt
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

Located

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.

,
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AT MOUNTAINAIR

The old saying what Is homo without
should add "Mother's Friend."
In thousands of Amerltan homes there
la a bottle ot this splendid and famous rem-rfl- y
that has nlded many a woman through
tlie trying ordeal, saved her from suffering
end pain, kept her In health of mind and
hi ily In advance of bahy's coming and had
a most wonderful influence In developing a
hmlthy, lovely disposition In the child.
There Is no other remedy so truly a help
to nature as Mother's Friend. It relieves
Hie pain and discomfort caused by the
s'rnln on the ligaments, makes pliant those
Clii-eand muscles which nature Is expnnd-lr- T
nnd soothes tbe Inflammation of breast

a mother

g!ui'.(ls.

Mother's Friend is an external remedy,
acis quickly and not only banishes all distress In advance, but assures a speedy and
complete recovery for the mother. Thus
she becomes a healthy woman with all her
stT : nth preserved to thoroughly enjoy the
mr!nir of her child. Mother's Friend can
be hrsfl at any drug store at ?1.0n a bottle,
and is really one of the greatest blessings
ever discovered for expectant mothers.
Write to Iiradflold Regulator Co., 128
T.nmar Hldg., Atlanta, C.a., for their free
himk. Write
It is most Instructive.

we poom it- - "we.
Boom

our Business

BYtflVNC PEOpLC

tfOOD GOOVS FOR.
7REIR MomY.
LISTEN IF YOU DON'T KNOW
STORE, IT IS BECAUSE YOU HAV
TOMERS KNOW, BECAUSE WE Gl
THEY CAN RELY UPON FOR THE
CUSTOMER, AND THE WAY WE Wl
IN WILL MAKE A CUSTOMER OF
CHASE, AND WE WILL PROVE IT

WHICH IS THE BEST HARDWARE
EN'T DEALT WITH US. OUR CUSVE OUR CUSTOMERS HARDWARE
IR MONEY.
WE WANT YOU FOR A
l.L TREAT YOU WHEN YOU COME
YOU. FAVOR US WITH ONE PUR

.0

YOU. -

embraced the opportunity, while form-- tn sola, took no part. The Ohio deleWOOD -t'Uy presenting the petitions entrust-- gation was divided, Pomereue declar
to them, to express their personal ing himself for suffrage and Burton PHONE 14.
PHONE 14.
August IS will be known as Educa
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
tional Day at the .Mountainair Chau- view on the question. These petitions .'emaining noncommittal.
Mr. La FoThe program will be on a!whlch carry ln lne aggregate more late, of Wisconsin, declared that be
tauqua.
par with the ones or the other (layj tnan S5 ()00 names au praying for the bad always been for suffrage. Mr.
and that is a guarantee of its excel-- , :,actment of 'he resolution now Dend- Stephenson, his colleague, took no
lnice.
ing ln the senate providing for the rart. Chilton, of West Virginia was
The usual morning exercises ' wilT rubmission to the various states of an i oncommittal. Senator Goff, his coltake up the early hours and from then amendment
to
constitution li ague, Is ill and was not present. Mr.
the
ti the evening lecture the students
specifically granting the suffrage to Owen, of Oklahoma, spoke enthu- will be busy with their work. Begin-- ' women
throughout the nation. In the s.astically for suffrage. His colleague,
nine with the usual 7 a. m. work in course of the presentation of the pe- - Mr. Gore, was not present. Stone, of
tne normal department the tegular titions, 2:1 states expressed themselves Missouri, was noncommittal.
His col-1daily program will be carried out and in favor of the adoption of this reso-- '
ague, Mr. Reed, was engaged 00
at 2 o'clock a lecture will be giver! lution.
In doing so, most of them committee business and not present.
uy Pror. Aivan N. wnue, state super
Of the far western states, Meyers, of
specifically declared in favor of woman
mtenaent 01 puonc instruction.
His
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
suffrage. Two or three, however, Montana, was noncommittal.
The day's exercises will conclude
which, if construed U ague, Walsh, was not present.
language
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporwith another lecture to be given bf
meant only that they favor-- ! wan, of Nevada, was for suffrage. His
IV. Richard Warren Corwin, of Pueb ed
Mr.
no
took
the
constitutional
Newlands,
colleague,
part,
tant part. The grandfather would
submitting
lu, on the subject: "Education Versus amendment
to the state legislatures Crawford, of South Dakota, was for
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hol egislation."
Dr. Corwin is a student and did not commit them to active si ffrage. His colleague, Mr. Sterling,
of sociology and will add, in this lec- support of the suffrage cause. Wheth
took no part,
and why all this light ? To
ern
ture, much to the general pleasure of er this language was deliberately pre-- '
The 23 senators who declared them- make the home more homelike to make
the course of instruction and enter- ciso or merely accidental did not ap selves for suffrage or for the subtainment. He is also an enthusiast;
n ission of the proposed amendment
r.
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
on the subject of school sanitation and
Three senators, Bankhead, of Ala were Ashurst, of Arizona; Works, of
introduced
for father; mother and children. Good light
las
many suggestions bama; Thornton, of Louisiana,
and California; Shafroth and Thomas, of
along this line that have been adopted Vartine, of New Jersey, declared Colorado; Sherman, of Illinois: Cris-- '
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
in the schools of the country, and in themselves
either againBt the adop- tow and Thompson, of Kansas; Rans- desired.
rospitals as well.
tion of the resolution or against worn cVll, of Louisiana; Smith and Town-- j
Preparations are now well under an suffrage. Sixty-fousenators tpo.li send, of Michigan; Clapp, of Minneso- and tnose
j
v.ny at Mountainair
part in the presentation of the pt; tr; Pittman, of Nevada; Gallinger, ot
charge are hoping for a record break-- j tlons ()f these, 3S contented them
Hampshire; Pomerene, of Ohio:
ing attendance to which they are
wlth the mere routine cus. Owen, of Oklahoma; Chamberlain and
tn;nly entitled after all the efforts tomttrv ln the presentation of peti-t- l lane, of Oregon; Crawford, of South
at have been put to bring this splen-ons in fne genatp und di1 not cm. Uakota; Smoot, of Utah; Poindexter
rid enterprise to a successful and sub bra(.e tne Opportunity to declare their End Jones, of Washington: La Follet-tce- ,
p.antial basis. Next Tuesday will bo ,,ers0Iiai position on the suffrag.?
of Wisconsin,
and Warren, of
ti e opening day.
Thirty-twsenators either Wyoming.
question.
....
... ..
were not present.1.jn- me cnamoer or,
if
took
whatever in
no;
part
present,
SOLDIER ON JAG
FINE FOR
the proceedings.
Some of those who
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
HOLDS A BATTERV were not present were engaged upon
HOUR VIOLATION
IENT
as
to touch the button and
in.portant committee work elsewhere.
womThere are nine states in which
your stove is ready to cook your
Philadelphia, Aug 7. Eighty-fivPittsburgh, Aug. 7. Judge Charles
jmen, booted and spurred, svords en now have the suffrage, Arizona, P. Orr, of the X'nlted States district
iron
ready to use, your toasted
(clanging and big Colt pistols in belts, California, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, court, today ordered the Pennsylvania
and
Wyo(constituting Battery B, Camden's Oregon, Utah, Washington
Railroad to pay a fine of $4900 for
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacucrack military organization, were de- ming, Of the 18 senators from these twenty-seveseparate violations of
um cleaner ready for thefray, your washer
layed from going into camp because states, 12 went on record not only as the hours of service act, which pro
one warrior, with the martial name for
the proposed
constitutional vides that no employe shall be permitready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatof Napoleon Sherman had got a "jag" amendment, but as in favor generally ted to work more than sixteen conseced rooms. Electricity will do every thing
on.
of woman suffrage. Three were non- utive hours without rest of ten hours.
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
The United States military regula- committal, Messrs. Smith, of Arizona;
The railroad pleaded guilty to all
con
men
to
r
day and night' Estimates and full inforviolations
tions require eighty-siPerkins, of California, and Sutherland, but seven of the thirty-foustitute an encampment and the eighty-sixt- tf Utah. Three took no part in the charged, and on these got jury trials.
mation cheeerfully given.
man was In the Camden city jai! proceedings,
The government alleged that ln sev
Borah
and
Messrs.
on a charge of drunkeness.
Krady, of Idaho, and Clark, of Wyo- eral instances employes were obligee1
to work more than sixteen hours, and
Lieutenant Hinderer stalked 'nto ming.
Recorder Stackhouse's court in full
Of the 12 senators from the New that on account of this at least one
uniform and after a few minutes' con- England states, only one, Mr. Galling-er- , wreck occured in Ohio a short time
versation obtained Sherman's release.
of New Hampshire, declared him- ago.
He was hustled to the armory build- self in favor of woman
suffrage. He
ing and a uniform of khaki and all the said that he had favored it for more
rest of the paraphernalia wera soon tnan 50 years. Three of them, Mf.
Every Woman
dangling at his side. Battery B left Burleigh, of Maine, who is ill; Mr.
Is interested and should
for camp at Tobyhanna two hours
know about the wonderful
and Mr.
Hollis, of New Hampshire,
late.
s!"r
Marvel
L'ppitt, of Rhode Island, took no part
in the proceedings.
The other eiglft,
juoucne
Messrs. Brandegee and McLean, of
IN QUARREL
of
Maine; Ask yourdruge 1st for
Johnson,
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
H. If he cannot supSIX WEEKS OLD Connecticut;
Lodge and Weeks, of Massachusetts; ply the
MARVEL.
no
but
of
Rhode
other,
and
New
accept
Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
Colt,
Island,
Dillingham
send stamp forbook.
and Page, of Vermont, were noncomGrayling, Mich., Aug. 7. Will
Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d St. B.T.
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M AND RETURN, $12.10.
was brought from Dewacd to mittal.
here Saturday noon
Not a voice from the middle AtMercy hospital
with a bullet hole through his body.
lantic states was heard In favor of
While walking to a woodcutters suffrage, but one voice, that of Mr.
camp from Deward he had a qtiarrel Martine, of New Jersey, was raised
with Will Hamilton over a game of against it. Those who did not excards that had been played six weeks press their personal views were Sauls-bury- ,
ago. Hamilton pulled a revolver and
of Delaware; Smith, of Maryfired, the bullet entered Holbrook's land, and Oliver and Penrose of PennMutual Is the interest of the
left side and coming out on the right sylvania. Root and
retailer and manufacturer.
O'Gorman, of New
side of the abdomen. Realizing the York, were not
They both live through sepresent but other sentragedy, Hamilton turned the gun on ators presented petitions for them.
rvicethe better the service the
himself and fired a shot in his nead. Mr. Martine
more they prosper.
presented some petitions
killing himself almost instantly. This on behalf of Senator Hughes, who
Service consists not only In
occurred Friday afternoon. Holbrook was not
what the people want,
having
present.
was brought Saturday dying, and exbut in letting them know you
Only one senator from the soutfl
pired a few minutes after reaching declared himself for
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
have it.
the amendment.
tbe hospital.
HL.
Consumers
are
Mr.
was
This
GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
Louisiana.
of
newspaper
Ransdell,
Hamilton was single and 2.") years He
readers. Every reader of towas one of those, however, who
EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
or
old.
Holbrook was 38 and had a wife
confined their expression
of support
day's SANTA FE NEW MEXand child. Both men were
ICAN is a possible customer.
merely to the joint resolution. Of the
ether southern senators, both Bryan
They may want the very thinei
you have but if they don't
and Fletcher, of Florida; both Bacon
know you have it the want Is
and Smith, of Georgia; Vardaman, of
unsatisfied.
Mississippi; Simmonb, of North Caro
The short cut from factory to
South
Una;
Smith, of
Carolina;
consumer Is through consistent,
Shields, of Tennessee;
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Sheppard, of
definite newspaper
Texas, and both Martin and Swanson,
advertising
HOW'S THIS7
in which the name of a reputof Virginia, were noncommittal.
ReWe Offer One Hundred
Dollar
able manufacturer and a repuln the middle west, Sherman, of
ward for any Case of Catarrh That Illinois,
table retailer is linked. Such
suffrage
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh while hisspoke eloquently forremained
advertising reaches the people
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
colelague, Lewis,
Cure.
at once.
noncommittal.
This is the state In
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
It reaches them at the psywhich limited suffrage has just been
We, the undersigned, have known F. conferred
moment
when
chological
they
upon the women by legisJ. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
want the goods.
104 DON QA5PER ST.
believe him perfectly honorable ln all lative enactment which entitles them
Telephone 9 W
It sells the goods, profiting
business transactions and financially to vote for candidates for all public
manufacturer, retailer and conable to carry out any obligations made offices except those created and exist
sumer.
Ing by virtue of the state constitution.
by his firm.
Merchants and manufacturers
Both Kern and Shively, of Indiana,
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
In local advertising
interested
were
was
as
noncommittal,
Kenyon,
O.
Toledo,
for nationally distributed arHall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- of Iowa. Senator Cummins, of Iowa,
ticles are Invited to write to the
nally, acting directly upon the blood was not present. Both Smith and
AmeriBureau of Advertising,
and mucous surfaces of the system. Townsend, of Michigan, a state which
can Newspaper Publishers AsTestimonials sent free. Price 75 cents has twice defeated
the suffrage
sociation, World Building, New
declared
themselves
amendment,
ppr bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
License Nombers, fM7.:
Day or Nijht Phone, 130 Main.
York.
Take Hall's Famllv puis (0r consti- heartily ln favor of suffrage, as did
Door
to Postoff Ice.
Next
pation.
Clapp, of Minnesota. Nelson, of Min- -
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E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA, Vloe Presldent
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e For particulars

QUESTION
SENATE-N-

IN

WEST DIVIDED.
Hilario Baca, Delgado St., Santa Fe,
for three or
four months, I had pains in my back.
An InWashington, D. C, Aug.
They were severe at times, especially if I lifted or brought any strain on tel esting line on Ihe status of tiro
the muscles of my back. The trouble v cman suffrage, question in the Unit-c- j
States senate was furnished on
was so persistent that I thought it
was caused by weak kidneys After! July 31st when the petitions brought
t had used Doan's Kidney Pills a short to Washington
ot
by a delegation
time, I improved and by the time I suffragists from each state in the
had finished one box, I was cured. viilon were presented to the senate.
The cure has been permanent and I 1 he senate committee
of womau
haven't needed Doan's Kidney Pills suffrage met the delegations outside
for a long time. I have told about i'S Washington and escorted them in
my experiences before in a public procession into the national
capital.
statement and I am pleased to rec- An effort was made by the suffragists
r
ommend Doan's Kidney Pills again.-Foto deliver the petitions from each
Price 50 state into the hands
sain by all dealers.
of one or both of
cents.
Buffalo, the senators from that state. The ef
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United fort was so
nearly successful that sen- States.
from 45 to 48 states took part in
riors
Remember the name Doan's and the formal
presentation of the peti-take no other.
tions in the senate. Only three states,
Icaho, Nebraska, and New Mexico.
were not heard.
ANOTHER GOOD DAY
A considerable
number of senators
Foster-Milbur-

Begents

ON

7- -

PHONE 40.
MILITARY

FIGURES

Comfort and Safety Attured Before
the Arrival of the Stork.

N. M., says: "Off and on

EF! GROCERY C

NEW MEXICO

STATES
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Mother's Friend

DRAWN

LINE

JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

I1
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lo

CAPITAL COAL YARD
oal stftfffiM Wood
PHONE 85 MAIN.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

POWE3R

o

--

j

j
j

$4,900

N'

e

I Denver

& Rio Grande R.R.

j

n

ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

x

TO
Pueblo

.

.

.

$16.35

Col'do Springs

18.15

Denver, . . . 21.10
Salt Lake Cityj 40.00
Ogden,

1

St. Louis
Chicago .

Detroit

Buffalo

.
.

.
.

.
.

SANTA FE WATER SLIGHT CO.

. $47.35
. 51.85
. 62.85
.

66.45

New York City 78.85
On Sale June 1st to September 30th.

St. Paul

.

.

.

51.85

SHOT

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.

244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

ANNUAL

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

11,

For quick results,
little "WANT."

1913.
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Splendid Attractions.
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ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,!
I

1

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

MEXICO.

Best
Route

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Each Department Overflowing With

ADDRESS

East
or
West

The

-

Albuqttierque, N, M.,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

1

The Manufacturer
Who Helps You

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

OCTOBER

ST FARES

Hol-broo- k

For additional information call on or address

THIRTY-THIR- D

SHE

W

I

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAi DIRECTORS
-

THURSDAY, AUGUST

7, 1913.
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SANTA

HAVE YOUR LAWS these annotations and no attorney or
ATTORNEYS,
other person having occasion to use
UP TO DATE.
The New Mexico laws arn of prac- our laws, can afford to be without a
eet.
tically no use unless they are comThis work is printed on white gumno
been
pletely annotated. There lias
u
'
conveniently
revision or compilation of our laws
since 1S97 and positively will not be pranged for use.
Price:
until 1!17. The undersigned has herewith Compiled
tofore prepared a full and complete. s,,t commencing
Laws 0 Nw Mexico of 1897 down to
list of all the amendments, modifica-- !
tions and repeals of the laws of Xew j"'"' '"dueling laws of 1909. $3.00.
with the Com !,, ;,,d,tl?nal amiotallons for laws of
Mexico, commencing
2
piled Laws of 1S97. through and includPlete set. 7.50.
ing the Session Laws of 1S9W, lot.
Address: FRANK J. LAVAN,
1903, 190n, 590" and 1909, and has now
torner at Law' snta Fe' N- completed a full and complete
of all amendments, modifications
Postmaster AntoTii'e Delorla, Gard-anrepeals of the Session Laws of !ner. Mich., speaks for the guidance of
1912 and 1913. The entire work con-- j those troubled with kidney and
of over two thousand annotations der irregularities, and says, "Prom my
and Includes all available references own experience
I can
recommend
to the New Mexico Reports, the Pa-- Foley Kidney Pills. My father also
cific Reporter and the United States was cured of kidney disease, and many
Supremo Court Reports. A great deal neighbors were cured by Foley Kid-otime and labor has been spent on jney Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.
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DO TYPEWRITER USERS REALIZE
how much time is lost through needless
hand adjustments on the ordinary machines?

--

Do you realize, for example, how much time is lost in
ordinary letter writing by the hand adjustments of the carriage necessary to write the date, the address, indent the
paragraphs, write "yours truly" and address the envelopes?
:u

T

4

.
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"DOES IT PAY"?

--

BY

EVELYN NESBIT

1'ausing Jliss Nesbit laughed, not a
laugh, although the red lips
'inclosed two rows of pearly teeth.
Troublous years have not dealt light.
ly with "Flossie, the Fuss of the

THAW. pleasant

Flor-ulor-

BOYLE O'REILLY SECURES FIRST AND ONLY EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW GIVEN OUT BY HER UPON
HER RETURN TO THE
UNITED STATES THIS WEEK DESCRIPTION OF NOTED
GIRL AS SHE LOOKS AND ACTS TODAY.

MARY

a

Quartet."
Grace of carriage and exaggerated
do not conceal
the ravages
wrought by passing along the easiest
footlights and the studio.
v.
ay. The pleading eyes have grown
The lireevort hotel's open windows-admitte- tiirewd, the large, unlirin mouth has
currents of humid air. coarsened, the girlish ingenuousness
Across the street the July sun smote become cynical.
From behind a perhotly on a gilded sign readinj;' sistent pathos of look and manner the
"Working Women's Protective asso- real Kvelyn Thaw looks at you conciation."
stantly witli a furtive watchfulness of
the
o
"You see, I've come back to wher ; a woman grown suspicious
shoulti have started.' said Miss Nes world.
Mt, who is Mrs. Harry K. Thaw who
"I am thinking of your question,"
was.
"Goodness Knows I have been l.iused Miss Nesbit, chin on open
through a great deal, lived a great land.
And
"Does it pay?"
nany tremendous experiences.
I've learned this:
"Well, take my experience, for
"In order to do anything properly a
Let the average woman pu1'
herself mentally in my place at till?
when I
same age. 1 was fourteen
:
;
came to New York to make a good
for my entire family. Everyone
FLOR-ODOR-

(EDITOR'S NOTK.W'hen Evelyn
Nesbit Thaw, returning to the United
States a day or two ao, to appear
on the stage where all who know her
story may see her at so much
head, the press agents gave out various interviews intended to help thf
box otlice receipts. Hut to Mary Uoylo
O'Reilly Mrs. Thaw gave her only
real interview told of the things next
to her heart, of the philosophy of life
she herself has learned from dark ex-what she
told frankly
perience;
thought when Miss O'Reilly asked her
just as frankly: "Does it pay?")

V

THE COLUMN SELECTOR of the Model 10
REMINGTON eliminates these hand adjustments

A single touch on one of the SELECTOR
KEYS brings the carnage instantly to the exact point
on every line where the writing is to be done.
absolutely.

of

j

j

j

1

And this is only one of the many

labor saving features

the

REMINGTON
Typewriter

Visible Models 10 and 11
Illustrated booklet sent on request
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EVELYN NESBIT THAW AS SHE
1

1

THE AMERICAN

I

(By Mary Boyle O'Reilly.)
New York, Aug. ".Evelyn Nesbit,
center and incentive of the world famous Thaw scandal, greeted me with
a prime little nod. Her transparent
orange muslin gown emphasized
girlish figure, slight to the point of:
frailty. No longer incontestably beau-s!bltiful, her hazel eyes large and long,
her piquant, carefree face now subtly
defiant, give her still a beauty of
e

thi

demSkm

17

M

a II

IS

TODAY.

must work, she cannot just
The great trouble with Broadway is that it looks like a playground
or
to the young girl from Oshkosh
Kalamazoo. As a matter of fact with
the illusion of childhood still upon
one, it Is impossible to realize, Impos- for the young girl to see, things
as they actually are.
Knowledge
woman
play.

comes through experience.
it is usually too late!"

oi'ly one.
Is full of other girls,
"Broadway
some of whose stories are 10,000 times
worse than mine. Do they 'Pull out?'
That depends. It ia a survival of tha
It" test.
No woman with ambition can
I nrn
the candle at both ends and
i;iake any progress. Neither on the
tinge or anywhere else. Hundreds of
If em go down
down. Then they figure among 'The missing.' No need to
iitk them if 'It pays?'
is a
"Perhaps one In ten marrfes--- lt
case of good luck when they do. They
ill e ct.,.1 t fiiRnniwar. thankful to live
I'tinidrumly. Take It from me that
they make good wives. For they know
tiiat decency pays:
"Why, I never knew what real work
neant till after the first trial. When
n.v husband was in the 'lomns l nau
t. tutor every day for four hours till
had finished the Columbia course in
literature. Really 1 am a deep reader
a great philosopher. 1 have read all
the philosophies.
"Why don't the schools teach chilinstead of o
dren how to stick-toi- t
rmattering of 'ologies? It's the girl
who never learned to work who get)
into trouble. Everyone uses her and
abuses her.
"I have gone back to do what I al-must work to
ways could do dance.
live. And work comes harder when
you have learned to drift along Broafl-wayI think of all the girls who lose
cut in the great white way Just
the people who care don't use
common sense.
"They talk and talk about the white
What they ought to
slave business.
I

.- -J

l II Bi n i-- -

"jj

&Jh

i.iiin should be arrested, too, and g(jt
It takes two to
the same publicity.
make tiiat bargain. It has alw"ays
si i uck me as peculiar that the dry
and the state, knowing where women
get that money, take it in open court.
don't question the law which puts
t.uc.h women away. It may be all right
to punish them, but not to take their
i.umey by way of fine. Some of them
most of them
were born wrong;
never had a chance. If they coul'I
earn good wages they would take !t
t''om me!"
Absorbed in her argument, Evelyn
Thaw unconsciously proved her claim
The too large ear, the thick thumbs,
the oriental eyes, the primitive taste
tot pleasure of the senses, all were
F.gnilicant stigmata.
lazy and
Intelligent, ambitious,
deeply egotistic, only an alert conscience and a training for honest
v ork
could ever have protected
Evelyn Thaw from herself!
1

THE WEATHER

Colonel William M. Merger, attor-- i
ney from Helen, N. M., is in the city
attending to legal business for a few
days and is welcomed by his many
He. says the wheat and
old friends.
hay crop now being gathered in Valencia county, has been good up to
date. lint the past month has seen
a severe drouth along the Rio Grande valley with no water In the rivers
and the later crops are suffering.
He added: "Belen has harvested a
fine crop of wheat and two cuttings
in.
of alfalfa and the farmers are
Business in
good financial condition.
the mercantile houses is good and
everyone is hopeful that it will keep
up through the fall and into the winter.
"Sheep men are holding on to their
wool as there is very little demand.
The lamb crop averaged about sixty
per cent." The colonel says the Santa Fe Railway company
has mado
some important Improvements In the
yards and terminal of the company at
Helen and several new dwellings are
being erected adding a prosperous
touch to Belen, Los Lunas and other
small towns in the county. The new
county court house and jail are completed and will be dedicated September 1, with appropriate ceremonies.
"These buildings," he continued, "are
a credit to the county as they are of
fine architecture and made
The colonel says the annual fiesta
at Belen on August 15 will be unusually attractive nnd entertaining, th
committee in charge having provided
a live program.
NEW WORLD'S

And then

1

RECORD

IN GLOBE TROTTING.

snows what

Remington Typewriter Company
1645

Forecast,

For Santa Ke and vicinity: Purtiy
cloudy with local thunderstorms to- nipht or Friday; slightjy cooler toFor New Mexico: Generally cloudy
with local ttiunder showers in north,
portion tonight or Friday.
Conditions.
An area of low barometer is present
in North Dakota this morning, whence
relatively low pressure extends south-jwes- t
to Arizona, but the barometer
is still increasing over the north
Showers have occurred frorcS
'
the Dakotas southward to northern
jN'ew Mexico and in parts of Arizora,
'and considerable cloudiness Appears
ever much of the western country.
are generally somewhat
Temperatures
'
Conditions remain favorabla
Irwer.
for threatening weather in this section
jover Friday.
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Santa Fe enjoyed ideal Ftminwr
weather yesterday, the mercury ranging from (10 to 82, and the average
relative humidity being 4S percent.
There were showers and thunderstorms in the vicinity during the day
and continuing Into the night, but
they were over the mountains to the
east and northeast, switching co the
(north and west.
At 8 a. in. the temperature was f7
in this city.
In other cities as fol-

New York, Aug. 7. A new world's
record in globe trotting was established last night with the arrival hero
of John Henry Mears, who, representing an evening paper in this city,
circuited the world in 85 days, 21
of a sechours, 35 minutes and
ond.
Mears left New York about an
hour after midnight, on July 2 C '
traveled by way of Paris, Harbfh,
Yokohama and Vancouver.
The previous record, made by Anlows :
t
dre
in 1911, was 39
Amarillo, f.S; Bismarck. 58; Boiso, days, 19 hours, 43 minutes, 37
r,0; Dodge City, CS;
nS; Cheyenne,
Flagstaff, 5S; Grand
Durango, 50;
Junction, 62; Helena, (12; Kansas Cit
Kidney Trouble began with a lame
Lander. 4S; Los Angeles, 02; Moback
.T. L.
dern!, 51; Phoenix, 80; Portland, tip;
Hackl, 915 Eighth St., Lincoln,
Pueblo, 56; Rapid City, 52; Rosemirg, III., was recently cured of a bad case
56; Roswell, 66; Salt Lake Ciiy. 62: of kidney trouble that started with a
San Francisco, 60; Spokane, 5S; Tono-pah- . lame back, and says: "I am certainly
5S.
6.S; Winnemucca,
thankful in getting a cure of my kidLocal Data.
ney trouble by using Foley Kidney
Highest temperature yesterday, S2 Pills." Try them yourself. The CapiHighest temperature this date la';t tal Pharmacy.
Jaeger-Schmid-

,

year, 8,"..
It will not pay you to waste your
Lowest temperature this date laV
time wrting out your legal forma
year, 57.
t,
Extreme this date. 41. years' record, (when you can get them already
ed at the New Mexican Printing
87, in 1S90.
this date, 41 years' record, pany.
print-highes-

corn-Extre-

J

DO YOU WANT TO LIVE FOREVER?

.

dj

is

this:

"When a woman is

arrested

FINE BUNCH OF GIRLS THE CZAR HAS, 0,YE NOTICE.

'IF. YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 efficient, you would specify

SAYS HE WILL AND TELLS HOW
"We Don't Grow Old; We Become

Old by Not Growing." He says, and
Explains How He Hopes to Beat
Father Time In a Finish Fight.
the
exBerkeley, Cal., Aug. 7. Just
actly 400 years ago Ponce d'i Leoa
grew old and died searching for the
fountain of eterna,! youth.
Today
Harry Raze, a young man in appearance at least, who has forgotten his
birthday, claims he has Just fouvd
it, and expects to live forever.
Gaze never says die, "Old age is
a curable disease," he says. ' I hav s
forgotten how old I am and f never
'expect to die. T believe a thousand
years of life will only whet my appetite for living.
to
"Every 11 months, according
science, we build an entirely new body.
The secret of perpetual youth is the
building of a better body each suc- Deeding year. We don't grow old; we
become, old by not growing. There is
'no limit to a man's age except the
one he fixes himself. Banish the idea
of mntiiritv. Make war on the 'prime
with nature, don't
of life.'
defeat her. Cheer up, the best Is yet
to come."
Gaze himself is the picture of youth,
muscular, alert, and vital. There is
i
nothing of the poser or freak about
him.
While Gaze believes he has found
the fountain of youth in the human
mind, he regards the physical as an
j

ss

j

COUPON

j
j

(Fac-Simi- U

J

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe Business Paper

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive,

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.iLet us show you samples.
NEW MEXICAN

untt

PRINTING
Ft, N. M.

COMPANY, AGENTS,
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HARRY GAZE.

j

Cxarina
17;

Alexandria-Feodoron- a

Tatiana,

16; Marie. 14,

(InCenter)
and

and Her Daughters
12.

(Left

to

Right), Grand Duchesses

Olga, Age

important factor.
'Take brisk walks every morning.
Eat
Take water and sun bathf.
sparingly and only when hungry. Eat
meat if you cannot enjoy other foods,
jbut. nuts and fmit are best diet Fat
jas much uncooked food as possible.
for heat breaks up the vital composi
tion of food. Fruit contains .Mements
that do not ossify the body. ?M nt
least one apple every day in the year.
Chew thoroughly.

"The ripe olive Is an excellent
food, but the green olive
has no food value. Olive oil Is a solvent for lime deposits and should be
Do
used internally and externally.
not drink water with your meals, but
f
drink about
gallon of distilled
water a day. Do not drink coffee or
tea or alcoholic beverages.
"The mental attitude toward eating is more important, however than
the food. A feast of pork and pickles
eaten in harmony is better than apples and figs in strife."
one-hal-
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HAS

BASEBALL

WHOM

MADE

Hess and Brown; Robinson, Cam-nitand Gibson, Simon. (10 innings.)

RICH.

z

At Cincinnati
5 8 0
New York
CHAS. COMISKEY , THE HAL CHASE OF THE '80'S, Cincinnati
2 4 1
WHO OWNS THE WHITE SOX AND IS REGARDED AS THE
Marquard, Fromme and Wilson,
OF THE AMERICAN L EAGUE. RICH ENOUGH TO BE
Hartley; Johnson, Brown and Kling.
SATISFIED.
At St.
klyn

Charles Comiskey began playing
hull at Dubuque, la., In 1S79 and today he is the most powerful Individual
in the American league. lie lias made
a fortune of at least six, if not seven,
figures, and lie made it in baseball.

help the situation any insofar as life
and property was Imperiled. Such an
investigation as the senator from
Wyoming proposed, he said, would
LEAVE FOR HOME
take time and be of no effect, in an
emergency.
Senator Bacon said also that the
INWEEKS
statements of Senator Clark that
SEVERAL
AFTER SPENDING
conditions in Mexico or the actions of
FEELING
VESTIGATING
tills government were ' not known
Every detail was not
IN THE UNITED STATES, THEY FIND were untrue.
he said, but in a general way
known,
AND
VERY
CORDIAL
THE SENTIMEMT
the conditions and efforts of this government were known.
SATISFACTORY.
"The president of the United States
is face to face with the gravest em- Sail
ng
San Francisco,
Aug.
ncy that haf) confronted us 8in,?
August 13th from Vancouver on the L haye been ft member ot the 8enate."
same ship with Felix Diaz, special ga,d Mr pacon ,.,t ,g muoh graver
embassador from Mexico to JPau-'thathat which faced ns in the Cuban
will be Dr. Juichi Soyeda Tadio Ka- - gituatton.
Tnat W!18 a tempest in, a
miya, honorary secretary of the
compared wtl, wnnt we moy
kio chamber of commerce, tne two be ,,,,,.,, to ,do to establish order
sent, 10 mis luuuu, , Mexico and maintain it for a cene
ccmmissioners
the affiliated chambers of com-- ration or two. And when the presiniorce of Japan to investigate the dent stands face to face with this tre... .wlUli,,,. aiirrMinrllnu- flirt rnlifnrnin
mendous responsibility, that unspeakland act.
able duty; when he, a man whose in
i
nummarlzine the reRiilt of their
tegrity and good faith we all recoa
investigations. Dr. Soyeda, said to- nize. seeks to settle it. for us to adont
day. "The general feeling towards itnla resolution, which can be based
our country, we found, was cordial jon n0 0tner basis than the failure of
and the general sentiment among ilne president's plan, is to do nothing
Ju,.:inese living on the Pacific coast but Hout him in the face.
There seems
wati also satisfactory.
"Members of the foreign relations
to he a fine degree of patience and committee, without regard to party,
forbearance manifest.
Bacor.,
jhad agreed," said Chairman
"Our people at home also are await- "to let the president go ahead with
ing for the ultimate solution with for- his attempt peacefully to solve the
So long as the people of Mexican situation and not to interfere
bearance.
the two countries keep their heads until the president's efforts have had
mid try to understand each
other fair trial."
there is nothing to fear."

JAP COMMISSIONERS TO

Louis-Broo-

was Comiskey, when owner of
St. Paul club in the western
league, who placed a club in Chicago,
without asking the National leagued
that body
and when
permission,
threatened war "Commy" and his

It
the

I

,!
St. Louis
Allen and Miller; (i riner and
tlerbrand.

Hil- -

American League.
At New York

Letroit

shout-

Kang twirled their blackthorns,
ed "Hurroo" and waded in.
So adept did they prove at wading
that when the smoke cleared away,
what was left of the old league was a
terribly sick woman, while the American league band continued to play
'
Carry Owen," the league leaders being Coniiskey, Collins, McGraw, Mack,
McAleer, Armour, Ixiftus and Barrow,
was excuse enough for the air.
Comiskey's career has been a steady
He went from Dubuque to
advance.
St. Louis and firstbased for 111"
'Browns" owned by Chris Von Der
Ahe. lie revolutionized the position.
In 1S87 he became
captain and
rranager of the team and began win
ring American association pennants.
r
He next went to Cincinnati as
and later bought the St. Paul
franchise, developed the American
It ague from the Western and is today
ene of the wealthiest men in the
game.
Comiskey would have more money
than he has if he wasn't so good to so
many old friends. It was "Commy"
who made comfortable the last days
cf Von Der Ahe, and If his private
check book could be examined "I
vould show that his charity runs to
thousands a year.
Comiskey is a "good spender." Ha
entertains handsomely; he takes his
trainWhite Sox on
ing trips In a private train and does
everything upon a large scale. His
heart is so big that he is never happier than when making it possible for
tome one to have a good time.

2

3

New York
Lake, Hall and Stanage,
Schultz and Gossett.

10

McKee;

I

At Boston
S 10
I.
St. Louis
9 13 1
Boston
Mitchell, Hamilton and McAllister,
Alexander j Anderson, Hall, Leonard
jand Carrigan.
j

At Washington
11 11 1
'Chicago
i.
4
9
Washington
Cicotte, Benz and Sclialk, Kuhn;
Kngel, Harper, Gallia and Henry, Ait
smith.
At Philadelphia

i

'

Cleveland
Philadelphia
and
Mitchell, Flakenberg
Carisch, Bender and Cshang.

;i

9

1

7

9

1

7.--

enti-alie-

n

DO

NOT EXPECT LIND
TO BE

(Continued

O'Neil;

SNUBBED.

from page one).

men to see Mr. Lind failed. He made
tlie trip from Houston to Galveston 011
American Association.
a special interurban car.
The United States battleship New
At Indianapolis (iirst game)
Hampshire, bearing former Governor
1
Minneapolis
f.ind, of Minnesota, to Mexico, as the
5
Indianapolis
personal
representative of President
Burns, Comstock and Ownes; Wil- Wilson, sailed en route to Vera Cruz
lis and Casey, Livingstone.
1
The
11:15 o'clock thiB morning.
warship is due at Vera Cruz tomorrow
At Toledo
eight.
0 6
St. Paul
Clark Wants Action.
7 14
Toledo
D. C, Aug. 7. Further
Washington,
Brandt, LaRoy and Miller; Tame Demand for
passage of his resolution
and Land.
for investigation of Mexican conditions by the foreign relations comTt Louisville
mittee was made today by Senator
5 G
Kansas City
J
Clark, of Wyoming. Chairman Bacon
3 13 4
Louisville
asked that the resolution be referred
and to his committee before
Harter, Covington, Vaughn
being acted
V.
Clemons.
O'Conner; Howell and
"The
on, but. Senator Clark objected.
a policy,
has
administration
probably
At Columbus
(but we don't know what it is," said
4 11
Milwaukee
"COMMY."
Mr. Clark.
"Now the president has
Columbus
7 10
sent his third confidential representa-and Marshall;
Dougherty
Cole, tive to the republic; but we are left
big dance while, a number Davis, Kayers and Murphy.
are requested to notify William attend the wiil
without information, while American
make the trip early
EIGHT CARS OF
so tint of others
lives are being lost and American
Springer if they wish to enterintormed
has
been
It
requestmorning.
Sunday
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
the Santa Fe people may be
ELKS COMING
destroyed. - I Bee no reason
pioperty
make
as
as
ed
that
visit
possible
many
of the exact number who will
foi delaying action; there can be an
as
the
to
go Saturday
FROM LAS VEGAS that city.
arrangements
Reports of games received too late investigation
by this committee a3
Santa Fe Elks are making large prep- for publication in
.'ew well us
The ball game is causing great in- arations for the entertainment
yesterday's
by the administration."
of the
Mexican:
7.
Two terest among the local Elks.
1jH3 Vegns, N. Mex., Aug.
The Las
Senator Bacon said that conditions
Vegas people.
National League.
more cars, it is said, have been enter- have arranged to put out a first class
in Mexico and relations between the
At St. Louis
two countries were such that no hasty
ed to make the big trip to Santa Fe team, consisting entirely of the ar.t- 7 8 0 action should be taken
.
,
Philadelphia
by the senate.
Saturday, when the local Elks and lered folk with the exception or tne
St. Louis
1 4
"Because of the importance of this
many other Las Vegas citizens will be battery, which will be taken from the
Rixey and Killifef; Wingo and Hil subject, there is no higher duty restthe guests of the Santa Fe antlered beBt in the city, regardless of mem
lerbrand.
herd at a dance Saturday evening and bership. The men are busy this week
ing on us than to approach it with
a baseball game is to be played th oiling up their gloves and trying out.
the utmost gravity and consideraAmerican Association.
following afternoon between the locr,l their arms. A number of the pros
tion," he declared.
National League,
At Columbus-Milwau- kee
With pective players say that they are in
Elks and those ot Santa Fe.
Senator Bacon declared that notPet.
Lost
Won
Club
2
7 2
these entries there are now eight au- the
"pink of condition" and New York
reports from Mexico
withstanding
31
68
.687
Columbus
1 11 4
tomobile owners who have signified will bring home the fatted calf when
the Huerta government 3
giving
City
.
35
....60
Slapnicka,
Young and Johnson; formal announcement that it would
their intention of making the trip.
they return from the Ancient City Philadelphia
48
.525 Ferrick and Marshall.
53
It is expected that several more Sunday evening. Most of the Vegas Chicago
not receive John Lind unless he canJ
.520
47
51
will be lined up by the latter part cf cars will leave here Saturday after- Pittsburg
with proper credentials and prepared
.453
52
43
Brooklyn
Toledo-to
At
Si.
the week. All those owning machines noon and make Santa Fe in time
to recognize the Huerta government
56
41
,423
Boston
4 13
Paul
the senate should not act until actual
.333
62
41
Cincinnati
Toledo
9 14
. ;
development had taken place,
.372
38
64
St. Louis
Gardner
and
Miller
Karger,
"There has been no communication
Benn and Land.
George,
received yet by the Mexican governAmerican League.
ment from the United States. Not
Club
'on Lost Pet. HANDICAP BILLIARD
until the message has been delivered
.603
,7T 31
TOURNAMENT PROGRAM. and the Mexican government lias a
40
.lilG
.64
Tonight's program In the handicap chance to act on it, should we under
.VA
44
.57
.509 billiard and pocket billiard tourna-- . take to deal with the situation."
52
54
.4S0 ment at the Montezuma is as follows:
.4,8
52
Bacon Talks Delay.
6-Billiards McClintock 35 vs. Owen
.410
.44
"It
is
entirely
possible that when
CO;
6G
.3SJ
Wetzel 60 vs. Cronenberg 80.
.42
St. L
Mr. Lind gets to Mexico and delivers
65
.330
Pocket Billiards Creeean 100 vs.
,32
New
his message there may be a different
Dohrer 100; Hoover 60 vs. Read 45,
reply. It is a known fact that the
American Association.
and Martinez 60 vs Baca 45.
of the United States has
'on lx)st Pet.
Club
The games last night resulted as president a
formulated
plan with a view of re.65
47
.58) follows:
and that an effort is
peace
storing
48
.564
.62
Martinez playing 60 lost to Dr. now
being made to execute it. In my
49
.550 Diaz 58 points to
.60
50; Hott playing 80
judgment a discussion of the matter
50
.61
.550 beat Oatman
playing 100, 80 to 94. now is not in the best interest of the
.461 The
51
59
of
run
the evening was made
high
public weal. The question will not
61
.450
.50
by Oatman with ten to his credit.
be settled in a day or a week, and I
.446
50
62
St. Paul
fear not in much longer time. There
68
39
.364
will be plenty of time to discuss it.
DEVELOPMENTS
"The president has openly sent
Western League.
AT CARACAS OF
personal representative to Mexico to
Club
Wou Lost Pet.
bring about some sort of a composi38 , .64a
69
Denver
MINOR
tion, some arrangement by which
45
.571
60
Ues Moines
It
Lincoln
54
51
peaceful results may be secured.
.514
Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. The is our desire that orderly government
53
St. Joseh
54
.50i
of
the
government council be restored in Mexico. One way is
54
54
Omaha
.500 president
Gil Fortoul, is acting as to
47
57
,452 of Venezuela,
attempt to do so by peaceful
Topeka
from means; the other is by the strong
40
Sioux City
.434 president during the absence
60
41
.380 Caracas of President Gomez, who has arm, by force. Who will say that the
67
Wichita
placed himself at the head of the latter should not be the last to
army advancing to battle with Castro. which we should resort."
Juan C, Gomez, brother of the presiSenator Bacon asked the necessity
dent, has been appointed governor of or the senate acting until the presiNational League.
the federal district, probably to guard dent's envoy had been heard from.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
any uprising in Caracas dur- He referred to the report from Mexiagainst
Boston at Pittsburg.
his brother's absence.
co that Governor Lind would not be
ing
New York at Cincinnati.
There is no wire communication be- received, and said:
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
tween Caracas and the western coast,
"Here is a message' sent by one
where the Castro forces have made a who cla'ms to be an official. It was
American League.
lrnding, so the American legation at sent evidently in a moment of tem.Chicago at Washington.
Caracas has no information as to the per. I appeal to the senators to con
St Louis at Boston.
sider whether the personal representaof the revolution.
developments
Detroit at New York.
The gunboat Des Moines, which left tive of the president appointed to do
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
Brunswick, Ga., last Monday, is due what he himself would have the right
ac La Guaira Sunday. She will pro to do, for the purpose of endeavoring
American Association.
ceed from that cable port westward to bring about a result we all deMilwaukee at Columbus.
towards Afaracaibo and is expected 10 sire, should not be permitted to detwo
at
Mineapolis
Indianapolis
keep the state department advised of liver his message. I ask you to congames.
sider whether there is a condition to
conditions.
Kansas City at Louisville.
require such haste that we cannot
Feature and Way He Talks Remind fighter. The neck is thick and short
BORAH SPRINGS SURpermit this representative to deliver
a One of the "Big Fellow" when Jeff and is set on wide and powerful shoul
fightWas In H ders. It's the short,
PRISE IN SENATE. his message and receive a reply.
"When we do receive a reply, then
er who can stand jaw punches. The
is Prime.
will be the time for us to determine
boxer has not the resisting
National League.
Arthur Pelky, world's heavyweight
(Continued from page one).
At Chicago
whatever is necessary to be done by
power. Pelkey has two cauliflower
champion, looks Just like
2 4 J ever, that special
had been sent the government and whatever is necJim Jeffries when the latter was ears, momentos or past ring engage Philadelphia
agents
The new champion is won- Chicago
5 8 2 to New England.
essary will be done.
young. At least, his features aro very ments.
"It is not proper to absolutely deSeaton, Mayer and Killifer, Howley,
No final action was taken on the at
murJh like Jeff's. Pelkey is taller and derfully quick on his feet and his defeat the possibility of successful acthinner than Jeff, but his taJk and the fense is excellent, while the quick- Stack and Archer.
torney general's report..
It stated however, that a force is tion by taking action now when there
way he carries himself are identical ness with which he takes advantage
when you
At Pittsburg- hwith the way Jeff acted when he was of an- opening is, remarkable
employed under authority of congress is no urgency for such action."'
.
m- i
The senator declared hasty action
.3 11 3 to investigate subjects that it is the
iiis uuiti. iuq aucumpanyiiif Boston
in his prime,
jcuiimuer it
oa the Clark resolution
4 8 3 duty of the department to follow.
would not
Pittsburgh
Pelkey has the neck and Jaw of a) picture shows his likeness to Jeff.
man-pge-

'

trans-continent-

j

(

BASEBALL.

Standing of the Clubs.

d

PELKEY

A

DEAD

FOR

RINGER

PLANS LAUNCHED
FOR FINE ROAD
TO PAJARITO PARK
To consider the possibility that the
state and county might have help in
building a fine state highway between
Santa Fe and Pajarito Park, and beyond, going as far west as Jemez, the
of
road committee of the chamber
commerce, and Chairman Arthur
of the county road board, met
with Ralph E. Twitchell of the Santa
Fe railroad, last evening, at 5 p. m.
While there was nothing definite as
a result of yesterday's meeting, it was
probably the starter on a movement
which will ultimately mean a good
road to this section.
n

The proposition was put up to Mr.
Twitchell that the Santa Fe railroad
should be interested enough in developing the cliff dwelling country as
one of the sights accessible from its
line, to help build a road worthy of
the name into that section.
Mr. Twitchell then came back with
the proposition to present it to the
railroad and attempt to secure a dol- lar from the railroad for every dollar
put into the work by the county road
He asked that the county
board.
road board or the roads committee,
some one interested in the proposition, get up a survey and estimates
of the cost of the road so that he
to
could have a definite proposition
put to the A. T. & S. F.
This will 'be done immediately.
State Engineer French who was present said he thought the survey and
other data could be obtained for $600
and it is now planned to have the
Santa Fe county road bokrd put up
$200 and ask Rio Arriba ana Sandoval
counties to put up $200 emli also, to
guarantee the expense of the preliminary mapping.

ON

CAMPAIGN FUND
TO DAY'S

TESTIMONY

TRANSACTION

DIGS

UP

IN BIG FOUR

$250
WHICH WAS

ALLEGED
STOCK.-ANO-

CONTRIBUTION

NOT REPORTED.

New York, N. Y., Aug. 7. Contributions to William Sulzer's campaign
fund while he was a candidate for
governor of New York were the subject of further inquiry today at the
hands of the joint legislative investigating committee.
Eugene L. Richards, counsel for the
colnmittee announced that no reply
had been received to Senator Fraw-ley'- s
letter sent yesterday to Governor Sulzer, inviting him to appear before the committee.
Philip Boyer, of the Btock brokerage firm of Boyer, Griswold & Com'
pany, recently dissolved, testified that
Frederick L. Colwell, who refused to
say yesterday whether he had recent
business dealings with Governor Sulzer, gave him an order some time last
fall to buy 100 of ' Big Four" railroad
stock for cash. He said they did not
have an account with Wm. Sulzer in
his own name.
A check to the order of Governor
Sulzer alleged to have been given him
for campaign purpose was deposited
with a Wall street stock exchange
firm, according to testimony received
today by the Frawley legislative investigating committee.
The check was made for $500, made
out by John Lynn, and endorsed by
"William Sulzer.''
From this firm,
Boyer, Griswold & Company. Fred- erick L. Colwell, said to have been
acting for Governor Sulzer in sucn
transactions, purchased 100 shares of
"Big Four" according to the testimony, some time during the last state
Colwell refused yesterday
campaign.
to say that he acted for Governor Sulzer and refused also to testify concerning other alleged purchases of
"Big Four" stock in other brokerage concerns.
That Peter Dolger, a millionaire,
brewer, contributed $250 to the Sulzer
campaign fund, which like some other
contributions was unreported by the
governor in his sworn statement, was
another feature of the day's

HACK No. O.
Always

at the Plaza,

FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER
Driver, Celso Ortiz.

Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. The
president today sent to the senate the

Courteous and Prompt Treatment Accorded All.

of

Let ms Raise

j

fe4a

I

'

"

j

SORT

Where They Play Today

thick-necke-

d

Today's Games.

long-necke- d

.

'

The difference between $7.50 and $25.00; $8.00 and $30.00;
and so on up the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of men before and after receiving I. C. S
training.
It's a fact. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands o unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
salary as a direct result of this training.
Every month there is an
average of 300 men who voluntarily report success attained through
I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like your salary raised ? Wouldn't you like a
more congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's always a good paying position for the trained man.
You know that.
Then why not let the I. C. S. help you? It doesn't matter-whe- re
you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I. C. S. has a
way to help you to success in
your own home in your spare
time without requiring you to
lateriatfonal correspondence ScbmU
Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
give up your present position.
The I. C. S. method will
Please explain, without further obligation on my
buw I can quality for the position, trade, or
part,
quickly enable you to earn a
profession before which have marked X.
much higher salary at the occuElectrical Wlreman
Automobile Running
'
Electrical Engineer
Poultry
pation of your choice just as it
Mechanical Draftsman
Bookkeeper
r
Mechanical Engineer
has already enabled thousands
Telephone Expert
Advertising Man
W riling
of other poorly paid but ambiStationary Engineer
Textile Manufacturing
Window Trfmmtng
tious men to succeed.
Civil Engineer
Commercial iltuatrat.
Building Contractor
Industrial
Designing
Mail the coupon today the
Architect
Architectural Drafts.
Concrete Conetract'n
Chemist
fSPni"
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
Plumbing, Steam Fitf g
Language J French
Foreman
without charging you a penny.
prn,,n Mine
Banking
Mine Superintendent
Civil Scrvicet "albn
$10. 00 and $40.00;

.

1

Show-Car- d

1

Remember: The Business of
this Place is to Raise Salaries

1

...

1

THER

FOUND

Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
and hls.urier trouble are so plain no
one can mistake them.
Backache,
weak and lame back with soreness
over the kidneys, sharp pains, rheu
matism, dull headache and disturbed
sleep, are all indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
quickly and permanently.
Try them.
The Capital Pharmacy.

HAITIAN MINISTER
IS NOMINATED TODAY.

JEFFRIES.

EX-CHAMPI-

STILL PROBING SULZER 'S

FIRST PEACE TREATY,
IS SIGNED TODAY;
Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. The
first of the international peace treaties
embodying Secretary Bryan's plans
was actually signed today. It was between the United States and Salvador, and soon will be sent to the senate for ratification.

,

nomination of MadiBon R. Smith
Missouri as minister to Haiti.
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Your Patronage Solicited
J.

FOR

-

PROPERTY

SALE-CI- TY

Brick Cottage,

blocks from Plaza, Price $3,800
Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza, Price 2,500
Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol, Price 3,000
Brick Cottage, ) blocks from Plaza, Price 4,800
Adobe House, (double) rents for $45, Price 5,000

Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern

Room
5 Room
6 Room
6 Room
10 Room
5

-

t.

't:

Hill

ww

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMY,

gjjttOWCmeeoeoeMeeMSeWM

INTEREST

FOR

SALE-RAN-

2

FOP

Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
j 2 Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
( I Five Room Modern Brick Cottage

npT

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)
SURETY

INSURANCE

BONDS

'

LOANS

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
'1

1

1 1

1 1

I

Htl I I

1

4

1

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
ROUND

TRIP

ci a to

EXCURSION

FARE, SANTA FE
TO DENVER,

in

COLORADO,

u

ii ii

ii ii

$
6

ACCOUNT

Triennial Conclave
Dates of Sale, August 7, 9,10,11 and 12, 1913.
Final Return Limit, August 25, 1913.
WM. M. SCOTT,

L. A. HUGHES,

T. F.

&

-

P. A.,

244

J.

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer

Co.

(INCORPORATED)

FOR- -

HEADQUABTERS

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

H$Your
Phone

AND STORAGE

BUSINESS

Business Solicited.
::

100 and 35 W.

Foot of Montezuma

Ave.

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, N. M.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirement! fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
'purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cose
etc.
For full Information,

or catalogue,

address

WHO

SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

A

this
greatest practical service
movement in that it brings
the
knowledge of the plans and the ideals
of the great cities of ancient times
to bear on the probems of today.
in

In his lecture, for instance, he will
discuss the evolution
of the plaza
idea from ancient. Athens down to
modern Washington and Santa Fe, as
well as other features of the city perfect that are of especial moment to
Santa Fe.
It lias been said that the lecture
will be far from dry and will not
bristle with technicalities. The Santa Fean interested in his city will understand it. and perhaps take home an
idea or two that will prove of value.
NO PROSPECT OF SETTLE
MENT IN ORE DOCK STRIKE!
Duluth, Minn., Aug. 7. Six hundred
striking ore dock men stood about iho,
Missabe docks this morning, discus-

sing with Industrial Workers of the
World leaders, and, as the organizer
expressed it, "forming new demands "
The ore companies, hitherto willing
to concede demandls involving better
working conditions, have rescinded all
offers and issued a statement saying
that the strikers made an agreement
made early in the season and that
fully SO percent of the men are willing
to work; that, the strike is the resuli
of the I. W. W. agitation and not because of the men's own desire to quit
work.

II. S. Marshal

is
Hudspeth
back from a brief visit to Silver City.
M. ,f. McCuiness and wile returned
lust night from a brief trip to Albuiquerque.
Harry Kinse.ll of Stanley was In the:
jcity today enroute home from a t rip
to Denver.
(). J. Hardin, the. well known salesman of the Duke City, is at the .Mon-- i
ite.uma hotel.
Theodore N. F.spe chief of the field
envision, II. H. land otnce, is Darn irom
a Hying visit to Denting.
.Miss Jean Kennedy, of Oil City, l'a.,
viKitillg Alr8 Vakley, at the J'ankey
m,;lI, j amv
Sirs. H. F. Pankey, wife of the stat
is back from California. She
came to the city today.
O. O. Askern, a Roswell attorney, is
in the city on business' before the
state board of equalization.
Frank O'lirieu of Durango, Colo.,
district liydrographer for the San
Juan basin, is in the oily for a
-

Season.

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENT

not delay, as they will
soon be off the market.
Do

WE ARE RECEIVING

DAILY SHIPMENTS

OF

STEAMBOAT

SPRINGS
CANTALOUPES,

&

CO.

AND REST CONTENT.

WARD

AODnRN

!

B.

C-A.SI-

T.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

IF IT'S REAL

N. M.

ESTATE,: HAYWARD HAS IT.

::::

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all
e
chafing dishes, on w hich you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make 8 cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-grad-

of!i

Ii. C YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

j

-

-

'

THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

j

310

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

San Francisco St.

1

uy For Cash !

-

,

I

Foot-Eas-

Foot-Eas-

.

rheumatism.
Mrs. John V. Conway left Tuesday
for a three months trip to Los Angeles where she will visit with her
mother and father and other relatives.

Mrs. Conway's aunt, Mrs. D. D. Stewart of Kansas City, Kansas, joined
her at Lamy. They will visit at San
Diego and San Francisco before returning home In November.
Word has been received from Earl
SideboUoni, a former Santa Fe boy,
now in Los Angeles, that a new boy
has arrived at his home and the
grandfather, E. F. Sidebottom of this
city, declares that the thing is getting
rather monotonous as this makes the

FORM CAST TO ORDER

GUARANTEED-

Address or Call Upon
210 Don GasparAve., or Phone 119 W

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Hay,a Grain
and

sweating, callous, swollen,
tired, aching feet. Always use it to
Break in New Shoes. Try it today.
IScld everywhere, 25 cents. Don't ac- jcept any substitute. For FREE trial
jprckage, address Allen S. Olmsted,)
Le Roy, N. Y.

nvirinrisrLmurujnnriiuirunrLQ

Flour

trial
let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

Give us

e

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

-

-

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

saHENRY KRICK&- -

5
d

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

r3
TEA

TEA

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe. New Mex.

We have just received
a complete assort-

ment

NEW PACK TEAS

In

SUMMER TOURIST

of

all tlie Popular Blends

312

Is particularly pleas-

ing these warm
summer days

TETLEY'S
FAMOUS

ORANGE-PEKO- E

AND

RUSSIAN

DE LUX

Are also always to be
found in our
VERY

COMPLETE

TO- -

Denver,

.

Pueblo,

.

Chicago,

.

St. Paul, .
New York,

Phone 262.

lt

I

OALIFORISriA
Cr c ee
Cie
M'W
SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

LOS ANGELES.
SAN DIEC0,

O.OO

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th, 191 J. Return limit, October
SPECIAL EXCURSIONS

LOS ANGELES,

THE MODERN GROCERY CO.

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
40.00
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden,
47.35
51.85 St. Louis
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45

78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
On sale daily June
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale.

On

STOCK

RATES

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,

OUR ICE TEA BLEND

Every Line and Curve
Perfectly Made.
SATISFACTION

Where Prices ar B st
For Snfc Oualitv.

II A V

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?

1

OF YOUR FIGURE

H. S. KAUNE

::::

l

REPRODUCTION

ETC., ETC.

WITH

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

-

NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
PLUMS,

SNAP

JOSEPH

;

STRAWBERRIES.
WATERMELONS,

This offer is
PHONE 180

$1900.00

The public, utilities committee of the
well known
lawyer, chamber of commerce, Arthur Selig-j- ,
is
from
and
here
F.Ik,
Mason, Shrlner
man, chairman, held a meeting yestei
Uoswell, N. M. lie is at the De Varafternoon late, at which wan pres
day
gas hotel.
of Albuquerque,
J
Demo- ( lit J. it. Reynolds,
W. R Walton, prominent
district, manager of the Mountain
crat, attorney and editor, arrived from
The meet- J
Silver City last night to attend to States Telephone company. ascertain-of
was
the
for
purpose
ing
legal business.
ing the future plans of the company c
W. j. Bishop, city
with respect lo contemplated improve- of schools, of (likllup. X M is in the nents in the Santa Fe
exchange, in
city today on business with the state chiding the. putting under ground
of
education.
department
Ihe telephone wires around the plaza,
Assessor A. G. .McCoy of San Juan and the putting the other wires intojf"
the
here
before
has
been
who
county,
cables wherever possible.
state board of equalization, returned
Mr. Reynolds read an extensive letto his home at Aztec yesterday.
ter from his chief at Denver, in. which
Dr. Mitchell Carroll, of
Washing- ii was stated that the company's imton, D. C, arrived yesterday to at- provements this year would be limitof the ed to
tend the Rummer session
$ir,uofl, but that shortly after
School of American Archaeology.
the iirst of the year, they expected to
of
.Mr. and Mrs. Hughes
Bryant,
in
put. in $50,(1110 in improvements
Kansas City, Mo., who have been vis- Santa Fe. Mr.
had blue
Reynolds
iting here, left for Las Vegas. They
prints with him showing the proiu
iinr ,1iiai """""- ,iu. ,,ne1 changes and he was asked if
o..i!
11.
rt.
m,n he could and would procure a duplijAimui or;iiKinaii ami
pt'th leave in the morning for a motor cate set of the
prints for the commit'
counties
trip through Colfax and Taos
which he promised to do.
tee,
Thev will be gone for several days.
County School Superintendent John EMERY STILL ON STAND
V. Conway and deputy. Frederico LoIN SENATE LOBBY HEARING.
pez, left, today for Cerrillos, Madrid,
Washington, D. C, Aug. 7. James
Golden and San Pedro on official busiA. Finery, principal
asliington rep-- !
ness.
Associa
National
of
the
resentative
Attorney Charles A. Spicss arrived
to-from Las Vegas on legal business. tion of Manufacturers, continued
commit-- !
Mr. Spiess is a frequent visitor to day to tell the senate lobby
steps that led to the forSanta Fe. He is reg'stered at the De tee of the r.ms
mation in
of the council of Indus- Vargas.
defense.
trial
of
Silver City,
Percy Wilson, mayor
and his law partner, W. B. Walton,
are in ho city representing clients
INTO YOUR
SHOES
on appeal to the state board of equal SHAKE
ization.
the antiseptic powFrank Andrews left this morning Allen's
tenfor Jemez Springs for a three weeks der. It reliaves painful, smarting,
nervous feet, and instantly takes
der,
in
time
will
endeavor
that
stay and
out of corns and bunions. It's
to soak a little of the rheumatism out the sting
the greatest comfort discovery of the
of his system.
Allen's
makes tight or
Miss Mamie Hotz, stenographer for age.

CC.

Are now as low in prices
as they will be this

Pattern, good

DWELLING of five rooms
with bath, electric lights and city water
on Affua Fria 5treet. Lot W foot front
by 175 feet in depth. Approximately
fifty fruit trees on lot beside shade and ornamental trees.
AN INVESTMENT FOR A HOME. If taken at once we will
sell for
Investigate

A

L, (). Fnllen,

"

8

Oc

FRANCISCO ST.

INSURE

IMPROVEMENTS
PLANNED FOR
TELEPHONE PLANT

saiei-i- .

S.

210 SAN
IHBB

s

.

1

to-da- y.

in the family ami the stork
has neglected to leave a girl.
.Miss Jessie Carroll left this afternoon for l.amy to meet Miss Bertha
I'ini, of Chicago, who will be her guest
for a couple of weeks. Miss I'ini and
Miss Carroll were rriends in school
in Chicago,
R. L. Ormsby left, this afternoon for
l.amf to meet Mrs. Ormsby, who is
from an extended vacation.,
Mr. Ornisby's mother also arrived this
evening to visit willi her son for a few
weeks.
J. B. Reynolds of Albuquerque, dis- trict manager for the Mountain States
sta-aformerly
Telephone company,
tioned hei
manager,
exchange
was in the city yesterday returning to
Me took
Albuquerque, this morning.
his family back wilh him.

A. H.

Family

AU-Arou-

Magazine for 20c a year, when you buy a
until Aug. 15th. Come to the store
good for a limited time only.

125 Palace Ave

visitors here from Albuquerque.

the Best Fashion and

12 Numbers of

are third boy

IWiss

CO.

For 20 Cents a Year,

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

Col. V, .M. Ilerger of Bell i) is spend
intf a few days in Sanla Ke.
.Mr. and Mrs. Leo Herseii are in
for a few days visit.
Frank A. Hubbell of Albuquerque,
is a visitor in the Ancient City.

Miss Grunsfeld and

G000S

DRY

"The Woman's Magazine"

At Less Than Cost

Si

leaves in the morning for Glenwoo'l
she will
Springs, Colorado, where
spend a month's vacation.
II. B. llenning, for years nnmigra- tion commissioner of the territory,
and a well known newspaper man,
arrived yesterday afternoon from AlHe is at the Montezuma
buquerque.
hotel.
.lumes A. Shipley of Silver Cltv
liliA.NK.
yy
assessor of Grant county, and R. It
jw. l.nrik'H! Atttt your Vruggtttl
for
IHufnoii(rTtrnnd j
Ryan, acting district attorney in the
and Gold i,ieulicV
Kd with
5iyQQv IMINInsucl
Mine Kll lK.n.
W.
sixth district, are in the city lookinK
VJj
VS Tftke n olhrr. Ihiv at Your
l
itfnrt lll.I lll.TF.B S
out for Grant county's interests before
17fjf lrv,!'il.l. A ItlUMI
ItJ, IIUMUIII
PlUSl.tcr,
W
'!. .?' Nest,
the state hoard of equalization.
Always l,li.irle
H. H. Williams, chairman of the cor
poration commission, returned last
night from a trip to Tucumcari, and
left, this morning for San Juan county
to investigate the railroad service
KAUNE
H.
there, about which complaint has been
made,
Glenn A. Gray, district engineer In
Where Quality Governs the Price the liydrographic service. J. E. Powers and Franji O'Brien hydrographio
and Price the Quality
engineers, went to Buckman today to
change the gauge in the Rio Grande
' river so that It would
be in the
stream, the river having fallen so low
that the gauge was on dry land.
Attorney H. L. Ortiz is back from
a trip through six of the middle western states and says that the heat is
so great in Chicago that people are
falling in the streets. He saw two
heat prostrations while he was there.
Mr. Ortiz left his wife in Wisconsin
where she is being treated for sciatic

THE REQISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,

PLAN

SELIGifJ

ADOLF

X

CHICHESTER S PILLS

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GENERAL TRANSFER

THOSE

The lecture is to be given in the
assembly room of the Old Palace and
will be open to. the public, Kspeeial-- ;
ly invited are contractors, mechan-ics- ,
artists, architects and those work-- j
ing for a definite city plan.
The lecture will be over by f p. m.
and will be followed by an open meet-- j
ing of the chamber of commerce archi- tectnral prize contest committee. The
enthusiasm manifested in this contest
lias exceeded even the hopes of those
Santa Fe
interested in the New-Olstyle, and letters are pouring in from
all over the state asking information
or giving assurances of a lively con- test for the "grand prize" of one hundred dollars.
The Santa Fe (lull's social will be
held tomorrow night and it will be
largely attended, from present imll-- j
cations. The lecture, and meeting,
however, are not to conflict with the
social, us the members of the club
can go from the Old Palace over to
the club in two minutes, arriving in
(time for the Dutch supper and synco-- i
pated music.
The Lecturer.
A word about the lecturer on city
planning. Dr. Carroll is a member of
the executive committee of the Committee of One Hundred on the. Future
Development of Washington, D. C.
He has lectured on city planning and
the model city in many of the leadHe has
ing cities of the country.
iounu me Htuuy or arcuaeoiogy or ine

j

I(nightsTemplar

OF

SUBJECT

C.

2
10

TO

SPEAK

WILL

ON

Santa Keans who are. intwesti'd in
making Santa Fc a city practical and
as well as a city beaut m comfortable
Ml. may get some helpful suggest ions
II nm a leciuie iu ur uruirini til. o
o'clock tomorrow night. The subject
to
is "Archaeology in its relation
modern
especially
city
problems,
planning," and the lecturer is Dr.
D.
Mitchell Carroll, of Washington,

PROPERTY

CH

NIGHT

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
tne Postal Tele- Telephone
graph company If you do not get
X your paper and one will be de- N livered to you at once.

GREATER SANTA FE.

IIIMIiMillllHilllIlliHHIMiililIllillir

President.

N. B. LALGHLlN,

-

CARROLL

MITCHELL
TOMORROW

PAGE FIVE

PERSONALS Ready Trimmed
HATS

THF

CITY PERFECT
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Does a General Banking Business.
!

Mlim

SANTA FE NL'W

7, 1913.

SAN DIEGO,

CAfi EC

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Also on sale August 22, 23, li, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29.

31st, 1913

$CA CC

if

Return limit, Aufust 31st.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
-
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For further particulars call on or address,
-- SANTA FE, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ. Ao-t.- .
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SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
VAX-LERANCH, im. ivr.

THE

Santa Fe New Mexican

Y

Secod Clc Matter at the Saata r Foetoftlce
.Publish Daily
The Santa F New Mexican.
Th New Mexican Review. ........ Enellak Weekly

Eatered

Spends

Bl Nuevo Mexlcano

AT ALL TIMES OF THE

Weekly

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publisher
Stauffer
J. Wight Glddlngs. .. .
M.

.-

-

k

yu

18.01
.
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par qstrtts,
WaaWf, til msstfci
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Booklet Free on Request

"All of Today'o Newo Todays
bit!

.

.

$250,000.

Cloudcroft, N. M Aug.

7.

Tho regu-

lar dance at the Lodge Saturday evening was well attended, many from El

p

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

.

THE SOCIAL WHIRL
AT CLOUDCROFT
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You Need a Tonic
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DESTROYS

No woman wants to look old. Many in thrtr flort to look
youthful resort to the"bjautydoctor's"preseriptions.l heir mistake is that they visit the wrong department in the drugstore.

Beauty depends upon health.
Worry, sleepless niirhts, headaches, pains, disorders, irrejru-Inritiand weaknesses of a distinctly femininechjiracter in a
short time bring the dull eye, the 'craw's feet," the haggard
look, drooping shouldera, and the faltering Btep.
To retain the appearance of yuuth you must retain health.
Instead of lotious, powders and paints, ask your druggist foe
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THE SECRET CAUCUS

Woman Is As Old As
She Looks

PA3E SEVEN

Montezuma
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No. 1, A. F. & A. M
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There are times in every woman's life when she
needs a tonic to help her over the hard places.
When that time comes to you, you know what tonic
to take Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is composed of purely vegetable ingredients, which act
gently, yet surely, on the weakened womanly organs,
and helps build them back to strength and health.
It has benefited thousands and thousands of weak,
ailing women in its pasr half century of wonderful
success, and it will do the same for you.
You can't make a mistake in taking
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tational or state. Three per cent is
John E. Davenport, Espanoia.
Dentist
and during the last 18 years I have not
r.ct a big per cent not so large as be in full force and effect from and i
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
Returning,
B.
Henry
after its passage and publication
Corliss, Phoenix.
Over Spitz Jewelry Stora.
Gains of the early afternoon were
m.
paid out two dollars to a doctor, ana nave
Gaer gets by freezing the poor In
Councilman Akers offered an ordi- u,pii sustained
Coronado.
Rooms 1, 2 and I.
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w.nter but it would be honest money nance
Mrs. G. M. Stubbs, Moriarty.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conproviding Tor the Inspection
xtm supply met the demand. STrad- - Phone Red 6.
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secure
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Gallup.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
estimate the value of good health. I
"Talea of Honey and Tar" from
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Geo. C. Shumaker, Alamosa.
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and
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who
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L. M. Ortiz, Chamita.
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simpler
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cine see that you get Foley's Honey
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Geo. Anton, Espanoia.
sults, as it
best prices of the afternoon. The asthma,
pound for my children.". B. C
and after childbirth." Miss Evelyn
of the City of Santa Fe:
throat Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
hoarseness,
F. Brien, Durango, Colo.
leaders, however, retained a greater and other throat and tickjing
"I
Adeua Stewart, Euphemia, Ohio.
all
Rhoades,
MIddleton,
1.
Ga.,
fire
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That
troubles.
Section
lung
a. m.
B. R. McDanaer, Buena Vis to.
hydrants
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(confMedicine
relief
E.
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finally got
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cine, and only approved drugs of first
taking Foley's Honey month by the city marshal or some
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for
Work for the New Mexican, lt is quality are used in its manufacture.
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
and Tar Compound." Use no other person under his direction for the
Miss Thacher, Durango, Colo.
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in your family and refuse substitute
purpose of determining their condition, working for you, for Santa Fe and I gives the best results, and contains
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Miss Carter, Durango, Colo.
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PACE EIGHT

F. ANDREWS

advertise the fair in southern Colorado. "The roads from Albuquerque
up to Algodones are in pretty bad

our cigar ease. No trouble to select
the particular size, shape and shade
you like, book's,
San a e c am
New Members-T- he
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i.
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,
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county's interests.
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all
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NEW STYLISH

IN SATIN AND WHITE FEIT.
shape," said Mr. Romero, "but. from
Algodones up to this city they are all
right. Mr. Romero will return to Al-- ;
They are Swell, at
buquerque in a fortnight.
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Wins Judge
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has issued an order restraining tho
county commissioners of San Juan
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a
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t
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.
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iimieals
The
will be announced until an
t
San Juan county fair at Aztec.
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to
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most
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to Taos ana return
STATE LICENSES. $13,110
ton, on Tuesday night.
o
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
WILL BE SELECTED TOMORROW AND
Edgar L.
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certificates mm m .ru?ss uiue. ChVV
waitBoys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
,
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School
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No. 4
BER OF MATCHES.
rest seeKers nas ueen raauj
tea was largely attended by Santa! ideal game to reduce,
4
But
(.etching force of (he state were:
reauceu
bcvcioi
lias
in the rooms of! these who
wnu
place of noise and excitement.
Mora County.
it will not be for long; the new walks the Old Palace. The decorations con- - pounds doing the one Btep. the Tan-.slide of
3d Miss Emilia Salazar, Holmau.
will more than repay for the present
of pink carnations and sweet JsUng dip and the frappe
NATIONAL RIFLE
Dana
The concrete
3d Agustin Vigil, Ledoux.
inconvenience.
tniaHnv Mrs. Hewett were go land.
Farewell
2nd Miss Constance Penton, Bould stand is also occupying t'"1 attentlon Mrs. Hughes, Mrs. Laughlin, Mrs. Ren
Reception As showing
MACHCH HELD AUG. 25-- 9
1b
held by
of the workmen.
ehan arid Mrs. Weltmer. Mrs. Morley j the esteem in which he
ei, Colo.
INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND and Mrs. Asplund served punch.
3d Fidel Martinez, Penasco.
those who have been closely associate
3d Mrs. Harriet Martinez, Wagon BE SURE.
For Miss Spitz Mrs. E. A. Flskeled with Eim, Alan It. McCord who
The New Mexico ritle team, comac- the
fcound.
national
in
Following
the
Diamond
shots
e a b,.idge party yesterday after- leaves tomorrow for his new location
best
the
of
Rings
posed
Mora.
in
3d
Bersabe
diamond
Romera,
leave
will
the
Miss
Sunday
of
Nannette
count
of
noon in honor
"startling
spitz,; in aoise, luauo, was most handsome
guard of the state,
3d Miss Emma Strong, Mora.
the New Mexican yesterday, it was of Kansas City, Mo., who is the guest ly remembered by his many friends
for Camp Perry, Ohio, where for sev
3d Bernardo Trujillo, Mora.
noticed today that diamond rings on of the Misses Spitz, of East Palace ai a well attended farewell reception
eral weeks they will compete with
Chacon.
United
over
the
Lucero,
oil
the left hand finger No. 3 were
from
teams
rifle
avenue. There were four tables. The held at the Presbyterian church last
Sale Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Diamond
rings
absence.
their
Col. E. l Abbott nas Deen
Fe
States.
by
ing
County.
Santa
decorations consisted of pink roses. night. Judge McFIe made the formal
hire awkward things at times espe- - The party was much enjoyed by the talk, and informal remarks were
team captain by General
3d Louise S. Alarid, Santa Fe.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, arden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages appointed
A. S. Urookes, and left yesterday for
3d Belle M. Anaya, Santa Fe.
daily in a Paul Jones dance. Certain f(mrteen young ladies who attended, it. made by others present.
icli
Pure Air The chemists working
is, the real large ones maj
Las Vegas, while General Brookes will
s Coming So says Ed-- ;
3d Ada Bassett, Santa Fe.
p
jit
house in Santa Fe
The only exclusive
in the vault, without hurting the feelleave this evening or tomorrow morn-- ;
who has beeI1 rec0iV. around the plaza say that the air of
Safford
3d Ethel Bassett, Santa Fe.
L
3d Enriquita de Aguero, Santa Fe. lings of the unmarried youth.
ts rom th3 Las Vertau IClUs Santa Fe is purer than that of any
ing for the same place. After arriv- re
anJack
Horses Pastured on Siringo s Sun-- :
other city in the southwest.
dQwn Qr up tQ
ing there, General Brookes will
3d Julia de Aguero, Santa Fe.
t(j
Fe. ,r.y Slope ranch et $2 per month, twojAnclent tMty Saturday night, ianee Collins says it is purer than even the
nounce the names of the New Mexico
Santa
Gonzales,
3d
Tiburcita
B'acK
Phone
Phone Black
miles from city, uoou grass auU "a-team, these men not having been
midnieht. sleep lata Sun- - air of Albuquerque and that he is
3d Elvira Gonzales, Santa Fe.
as yet. When
to be back. Perhaps the quality
ter.
selected definitely
3d Simonita Gonzales, Santa Fe.
day morning, breakfast at the De gladSanta Fe's
A Sardine Factory
oxygenized air will be
George Dietzel,
camp adjourned, about la men reand then at 3 p. m. have of
3d Ramon Gonzales, Ildefonzo.
hotel
Vargas
the
mained to try for places on the
the blacksmith, has returned from his a battle on the diamond
with' the mentioned on those envelopes
3d Josefina Lopez, Santa Cruz.
team. Of these 19, a team of 12 will
vacation spent on the banks of Bull Santa Fe Elks. The game is widely chamber ef commerce is going to get
3d Francis Martinez, Santa Fe.
he selected, with three alternates and
creek, some miles north of here. He oe'vertised by signs and Elks are the merchants and others to use. In
3d Santiago Martinez, Chimayo.
that way, those who are too busy to
"Talk about your minnows and
it is possible that General Brookes
Fe.
Santa
says:
Manuel
3d
Montoya,
working hard to sell tickets so as to write their friends about the advanthe
there
are
by
fish
will not appoint a team coach or a
up
small
they
3d William J. Morgan, Stanley.
mske the gate receipts look prosper
Santa Fe should at once ous.
millions.
team spotter, but instead will use the
tages of Santa Fe may simply mail
3d Luclnda Ortiz, Santa Fe.
Fifty visiting Elks ought to bs an envelope. The idea has great
'em."
alterto
the
of
two
get
a
sardine
for
build
factory
transportation
of
deal
a
3d Esther Quintana, Santa Fe.
Fe
Santa
to
good
able
give
nates.
Unlike most anglers, Mr. Dietzel is,
as well as wee'K
3d Ramon Quintana, Santa Fe.
in his estimate of the Excitement, Sunday
In a letter from Lieut. Bump, U. S.
conservative
Fe.
Santa
3d Ruby Roibal,
days.
team
is
broad
A., who is in charge of the
Subscribe for the Santa F. New
"length" of the fish, but he
3d Lorencita Romero, Santa Fe.
"Stung" Is the Word It was funny Mexican, the paper that boosts all
Fe. in his estimate of their numbers.
practice, lie informs General Brookes
Santa
the
to
visitors
Ambrosita
3d
Rodriguez,
the
some
of
to
watch
that each succeeding day the men
SATURDAY THIS SPECIAL DAV chamber of commerce this morning. the time and works for the upbuild3d pedro F. Salazar, Chamita,
Kr.t.n anrtfuc o n fl ll P h S TlOneS
BEEN SELECTED TO CLEAN Thev would walk hurriedly up to the ing of our new Stat.
HAS
Fe.
Santa
3d
Anita Silva,
of getting a first class team out of the
THE HART, SCHAFFNEti
OUT
ALL
Fe;
M.
Santa
3d Eustacia
Tapia,
" door at the north of the room and
material on hand. The new rifles is- AND MARX SUITS UP TO $40 A
Chimayo.
3d
Pedro
Trujillo,
vigorously in order to
THE pull the knob cut
CASH.
sued to the men are getting broken
ONE PRICE, $17.50
into the office of the
Teofllo
a
3d
Chimayo.
short
make
Vigil,
N. SALMON.
in, the men are getting used to the
HUB.
scientist. "Yes, he's in
3d Elvira Williams, Santa Fe.
neighboring
Mexiindividual guns, and good scores are
The Elks Dance The TTew
there. Go right ahead," was the ad
3d Rosie Alarid, San Pedro.
being made, although the besl shootcan is asked to mention again, on page vice given freely.
There would be
1). Anaya, Santa Fe.
2nd
Frances
on
in
the morning
ing has been done
the dance to be held Saturday another tug a look of mystery seam
Fe.
eight,
Santa
3d
Isabel
Chavez,
has
account of the fact that there
night at the Elks home. Stirring ing the countenance, and then "Stung
3d Louise Dockweiller, Santa Fe.
been a great, deal of wind in the aftand a floor like glass, a large muttered in a staccato note. Gradu-music
Stanley.
Mrs.
1st
Perry Ferguson,
ernoons on the target range.
and gallons of cooling ally it will be borne in on some of
attendance
Fe.
Santa
3d Emma W. Coebel,
The national rifle match in which
drink t'aese will do much to make the these "young men" who call at the
2nd Chas. IT. Gooch, Santa Fe.
New Mexico's twelve men will comafrair the success it deserves to be. chamber of commerce that Santa Fe
2nd Lillie Hammer, Stanley.
pete will not start until August. 23th.
The. Tango Colony will ask the musi with its 300 years of antiquity, can
The Best That Can be Bought t
Fe.
Santa
Lulu
1st
Krick,
General
but after
consultation,
some of the late still learn something from China and
to
along
clans
bring
Fe.
Santa
E.
AT ANY PRICE
3d Lucy
Ortiz,
Brookes has decided to take the team
methods what?
nits one steps and home runs.
Chinese student-cei- l
2nd Sadie Pippin, Santa Fe.
to Camp Perry, on the 10th. a week
Real Estate Transfers Among the
Take no chances on either
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
2nd Flossie Sanford, Santa Fe.
earlier than was intended, in order
transfers recorded in the office of the nipples of all styles, brushes, baby when a small amount will give
let Dnrnthv Safford. Santa Fe.
Itliiif thn nipn mav heenme used to the
county clerk are: Jesus Gonzales and foods, talcum powders and the most
3d Amalia Sena, Santa Fe.
you the protection that you
lower altitude and changed conditions.
to need, and when you do use inwife to Augustin Delgado house and careful prescription aepartment
Santa
Cecilia
on
Sena,
1st Juanita
However the tournament starts
lot on Canyon road, consideration $1; help baby when ill. Zook's.
surance get the best, as it is
e
August 15th and lasts until Septemto M. B. Baca, house
Those Tennis Games There is no the
Needham, Wat- - J. M. Romero
1st Mary Agnes
ber 9th, and the New Mexico team
cheapest, and
Fria
in
four,
lot
Agua
and
precinct
let up in the enthusiasm for tennis on
'
Everything In Hardware.
will be entered in a number of dif- rous.
a
ALWAYS SEE
consideration
$1300;
quit
street,
the superb court of the Santa Fe club.
San juan County.
ferent matches in the week before
W . H. WIGKHAM
claim deed was filed. It was from Mrs. Even the older men are as hungry tor
LUDWIO WM. ILFELD.
to
in
order
the national shoot begins,
3d Willie Allen, Farmington.
Annie E. McKenzie to E. B. Seward
in- - their teens.
there.
Farming- of Tres Piedras for land in precinct tennis as the youth
get accustomed to conditions
1st Grace C. Anderson,
The Hon. M. A. Otero, nine years govThe men will leave for home imme- ton.
Office United States Bank Building
four, Buena Vista heights; considera- ernor of New Mexico, is to be seen
diately after the close of the national
3d Elizabeth Beaton, Aztec
(FIRST FLOOK)
tion $1.
on the courts toward the end of the
shoot on August 29th.
3d Eva Colton, Aztec.
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and week or as soon as that white outthe Insurhas
whjo
purchased
2nd Amy L. Connelly, Griffith
Almond Cream is fine for sunburn and fit arrives. It is said the governor is
of the L. A.
ance
Business
Insurance Report.
on
with
1st Olive E. Frazier, Elco, Colo.
a
bottle
windburn. Take
you
going to have the latest creations in
of
The report of the examination
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
your vacation.
cream flannels and1 white silks. Some
the California State Life Insurance
good companies, good protection
A Gay Week
This, the first weeK of the tnnis enthusiasts who have
company of Sacramento, Calif., made
in August, 1913, will go down in social
for the states of California, New Mex
annals as a gay one. Dances, parties,
ico and Utah by Mr. Lineau of the
picnics, games and general amuseTELEPHONING
IN
New Mexico department, has been
ment have marked the past few days
business
if
your
The New Mexican,
filed.
is to be exceptionally
The week-enor
The report contains quite a few Is about advertising, subscriptions
acall nn "286." If brilliant with the Santa Fe club in
recommendations and also shows that -- u
tomorrow night and the Elks
the company has been paying divi- you wish to speak to the editor or give ,vity
dends to its stockholders from funds any news, please phone "31
realized out of the agents' commisawake but up and di eassions and the department has notified
NUFF SAID. GNAGEY A ERVIEN. is not merely
1
the visitors from-tHshown
be
will
ed,
necessary
Is solitude
A Question
the company that al! fnnds now set
Meadow
City.
aside for this purpose must be re- for concentration? Ask the Chinese
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone 12. ni
The Roads The roads are going to
turned to the company's surplus whire students in the Palace of the Gov- be repaired; the jolt you feel when
it, belongs.
The company is also ernors.
notified to immediately take steps t
HART. SCHAFF riding in a motor is to be eliminated;
SPECIAL ANY
reduce their bank balances where they IMER AND MARX SUIT ON SATUR- the shock as your foot slips into a
are drawing little or no interest and DAY AT $17.50. CASH. .THE HUI3. ten inch deep hole is to be absorbed.
Why? Because the road tax is being
invest them in good interest-bearinN. SALMON.
head
securities.
Trade at the Modern Market. Our collected and three dollars toper
be done
of work
means
three
days
are
service
right.
and
BEACHAM & MIGNARDO S Enameled ware is motuea oiue
meats, prices
on the road. Owners of horses will
is made exactly
Frank Mourer, proprietor.
and white. 'Tis the pride of every Housewife and
Corporation Dissolves.
MODERN AND
in
Distinctive
use.
to pay three more dollars for each horse.
to
Cooks
like
kind
License A license
Marriage
The N A N Land & Cattle company,
right. Sanitary, Modern, the
cost
will'
habit
The
thus
equestrian
clerk
lALHflia UMU UAIt
its coloring of whitest blues.
of Dwyer, Grant county, today filed wed was issued by the county Cande-larisix silver cartwheels.
a thing
College aveto Francisquita Sandoval and
MOST OF US ARE CREATURES OF HABIT; WE buy
commission
state
vtith
the
corporation
Mr.
a
can
nue
little
stand
attention,
Fernandez of Cordova, and they
guess the happiest life is one
and keep on buying it from habii.
u certificate of dissolution.
LARGE LOBBY
And there are
or exciting. Oh
will be married tonight by Justice of Road Tax Spender.
of regular habits but it's hardly the most interesting
too.
avenues
and
other
streets,
RELIABLE
AND
Go
to
the
VERANDAS
Eusebio
Trujillo.
the Peace
am telling you about Enamelware.
Grant County Cases Heard.
yes
SPECIAL L A D I E S SUITS,
Tin Fruit Cans
Fruit
Mason
Jars,
HARDWARE STORE, their line has become a habit with hundreds
COATS AND DRESSES FOA
The slate board of equalization to- and
one. It's easy to
COMFORTABLE
Preserving Kettles. Prices right. SPRING
PORCH
of satisfied users. Get that habit too, it's a good
SATURDAY ONLY. SEE OUR WIN
Co.
day is closing up the Chaves county
&
BEACHAM
t
Hardware
from
comes
it
if
crack
won't
SWINGS and ROCKERS
enamel
clean and the
SALDOW
NATHAN
DISPLAY.
tax
and
this
morning
cases,
appealed
More Prizes It is said that some
MIGNARDOT.
listened to a lengthy and well present-- I new prizes will be announced tomor- MON.
Service and Cuisine
TIN FRUIT CANS.
MASON'S FRUIT JARS.
ed argument from L. O. Fullen, who is row
..Advertising Fair' E. Romero, Jr.,
the Best in the City
night at the special meeting fol- arrived
Alhere at noon today from
representing the ltoswell National lowing Dr. Carroll's lecture. These
Ample facilities tor large
and amall banquets.
trip
banks. This afternoon the matter of prizes will be in connection with the buquerque after a four hours
traveling on a motorcycle. He is adappeals from Grant county will be architectural prize contest.
taken up. Attorneys Walton and Wil-- I The Bills Brothers Monument Co., vertising the state fair for the purpose
son, of Silver City, represent most of of Denver, will have an expert letter of locating proper bill posting spaces
those appealing and the cases will oc- cutter in Santa Fe soon and anyone for the fair. He made arrangements
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES
local bill posters for his advercupy the better part of two days in all wanting lettering done on monuments with
Room With Bath, $3.00 Dp.
toMr.
Romero
leaves
tisements.
of
disthis
R.
BY
P.
A.
Sandoval,
R.
should notify
Ryan, acting
probability.
Room Without Bath, $2.25 Up.
morrow jnorning for AntonitOi Colotrict attorney, and Assessor James A. city
You will find many good smokes in rado, and thence goes to- Alamosa, to
Shipley are here to look after the
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